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FROM THE EDITOR: REQUIRED READING

Under FAS (Financing Accounting Standards) 140, the original lender sold it to the REMIC
and forever lost their rights to enforce the note.

The REMIC holds all the loans together into a pooling and servicing agreement. However, because they 
chose to avoid the IRS tax rules for double taxing, they pass on the real party of interest/ownership of the 
asset to the individual shareholders. So neither the REMIC nor the Trustee may foreclose.

The Servicer is Not a Real Party of Interest. The Servicer can only collect the money and pass it to the 
REMIC. That’s the extent of their job.

Once a loan has been written off, it is discharged. Once a loan has been securitized, reattachment is 
impossible.

Reattachment is impossible for the following reasons:

1) Permanent Conversion
The promissory note had been converted into a stock as a permanent fixture. Its nature is forever 
changed. It is now and forever a stock. It is treated as a stock and governed as a stock under the SEC. 
Since the Deed of Trust secures the promissory note, once the promissory note is destroyed, the Deed 
of Trust secures nothing. Therefore, the Trust is invalid.

2) Asset has been written off.
 Once an asset is written off, the debt is discharged since the owner of the asset has received 

compensation for the discharge in the form of tax credits from the IRS. The debt has been settled.

The servicer acts as a debt collector of an unsecured note. The servicer is deceiving the court, the county, 
and the borrower when it tries to re-attach the note to the Deed of Trust as if nothing has happened. It’s 
called adhesion.

3) Broken Chain of Assignment under Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).
The promissory note is a one of a kind instrument. All assignments (much like endorsements on the 
back of a check) have to be done as a permanent fixture onto the original promissory note. The 
original promissory note has the only legally binding chain of title. Without a proper chain of title, 
the instrument is faulty.

Rarely can a lender “produce the note” because by law, the original note has to be destroyed. Remember? 
The note and the stock cannot exist at the same time. Often times, the lender would come into court with a 
photocopy of the original note made years ago.

Another popular method of deceit “lenders” would perform is to use State Civil Code in non-judicial 
states to state that “there is no law requiring a lender to produce the note or any other proof of claim.” 
THEY DON’T HAVE IT and CANNOT PRODUCE IT. The DOT referencing following all State and 
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Federal Laws applies to their statement “there is no law requiring a lender to produce the note or any 
other proof of claim.”

Oftentimes, the pretender lender would do blank assignments of the original promissory note into the 
REMIC. Then, when they need the note to perform the foreclosure, they will magically produce a blank 
assignment. Again, this is not legal and is bringing fraudulent documents before the courts and at the
county records.

*****Let’s be very clear here. Once a loan has been securitized, the note is no more. Anything the lender 
brings to court as evidence is prima facia evidence of fraud. The attorney for the lender is either an 
accessory to the fraud through ignorance or willful intent. Either way, as an informed borrower, it is
your job to bring this deception to light so these lawyers can be sanctioned****

From: The Foreclosure Defense Handbook google it to get the pdf.

Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 1002. Requirement of Original

To prove the content of a writing, recording, or photograph, the original writing, recording, or 
photograph is required, except as otherwise provided in these rules or by Act of Congress.

Rule 1002 is commonly known as the original document rule or best evidence rule. It states that an 
original document should be produced in court when its terms are material to the argument—when it is 
the "best evidence" available.

Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 1003. Admissibility of Duplicates

A duplicate is admissible to the same extent as an original unless (1) a genuine question is raised 
as to the authenticity of the original or (2) in the circumstances it would be unfair to admit the 
duplicate in lieu of the original.
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Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 17, “an action must be pursued by a real party in 
interest.” 

Under Uniform Commercial Code, a note is a one of a kind negotiable instrument that has the only legally 
binding chain of assignment. This is where Federal Rules of Evidence 1002 and 1003 enter.

The promissory note as well as the DOT must be together at all times and there must always be a clear 
and unambiguous chain of title that is traceable in public records for all the parties of interest in real 
estate.

Both the DOT and the Promissory note must always point to the same party at all times to have 
perfection.

When a promissory note is sold or assigned, it therefore must be recorded in public record to maintain 
perfected chain of title for the security. This is stated in Carpenter v Longan . If there is a break in the 
chain of title, then bifurcation occurs where the DOT points to one party, while the promissory note points 
to another party. Once bifurcation occurs, then the security has been broken. 

In every DOT, it states that the instrument is subject to applicable State and Federal laws. In the current 
case at bar in paragraph 16 of the DOT titled “Governing Law; Severability; Rules of Construction.” 
States, inter alia, “This security instrument shall be governed by federal law and the law of jurisdiction in 
which the Property is located. All rights and obligations contained in this Security Instruments are subject 
to any requirements and limitations of Applicable Law.”  
Since an assignment of the promissory note occurs without the corresponding DOT, then the instrument 
has violated State law. Thus, violating the terms of the DOT, making the instrument invalid. Need to 
prove the loan has been securitized. Once shown it  was securitized, then there exists a serious breach 
of the terms of the DOT.

If interest in the promissory note has been sold to a REMIC and proper assignment was never done at the 
county, then the terms of the DOT has been violated, making it invalid. This will convert the debt from a 
secured instrument to an unsecured instrument. This means that the lender might be able to sue to collect 
the money, but can never sell your property to collect on the collateral.

In paragraph 24 of the DOT it states, inter alia, that the only the “ Lender, at its option, may from time to 
time appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder by an instrument executed and 
acknowledged by lender and recorded in the office of the Recorder of the county in which the Property is 
located. The instrument shall contain the name of the original Lender, Trustee and Borrower, …. This 
procedure for substitution of trustee shall govern to the exclusion of all other provisions for substitution.”

The “Substitution of Trustee” recorded October 23, 2009 states inter alia, that the undersigned 
beneficiary under said Deed of Trust substitutes a new Trustee under said Deed of Trust. The undersigned 
is a Chamagne Williams authorized signatory of OneWest Bank, FSB. No where in the county records 
does it show that OneWest or any other banking entity was assigned the beneficiary interest of this Deed 
of Trust. This is Fraud. The elements for fraud include: 

1. a false statement (verbal or in writing) OneWest was the beneficiary.
2. the false statement concerns a material fact, the Bank was not the Lender
3. the defendant knew the statement was false at the time the false statement was made
4. defendant intended all parties to act in reliance on the false statement. 
5. the statement was relied and acted upon
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6. Plaintiff suffered damages by relying on the false statement. (“loosing her home and being 
removed from same)

The terms of the DOT are the underlying terms which bind the trust together, and must not be violated. 
When we have a situation where State Law is being violated through improper assignment, the Deed of 
Trust is made invalid. When the Trustee is being appointed by “some party” that is not given proper 
authority to do so, this also casts issue to make the Deed of Trust defective.

In Lambert v. Firstar Bank, 83 Ark.App.259,127 S.W. 3d 523(2003), complying with the Statutory 
Foreclosure Act does not insulate a financial institution from liability and does not prevent a party from 
timely asserting claims or defenses it may have concerning a mortgage foreclosure A.C.A. §18-50-116(d)
(2) and violates honest services Title 18 Fraud. Notice to credit reporting agencies of overdue 
payments/foreclosure on a fraudulent debt is defamation of character and a whole separate fraud. A Court 
of Appeals does not consider assertions of error that are unsupported by convincing legal authority or 
argument, unless it is apparent without further research that the argument is well taken. FRAUD is a point 
well taken! Lambert Supra.

“A lawful consideration must exist and be tendered to support the Note” and demand under TILA full 
disclosure of any such consideration. No lawful consideration tendered by Original Lender and/or 
Subsequent mortgage and/or Servicing Company to support the alleged debt. Anheuser-Busch Brewing 
Company v Emma Mason, 44 Minn. 318, 46 N.W. 558 (1890)

Jenkins v. Lamark Mortg. Corp. of Virginia, 696 F.Supp. 1089(W.D. Va. 1988), Plaintiff was also 
misinformed regarding the effects of a rescission. The pertinent regulation states that “when a consumer 
rescinds a transaction, the security interest giving rise to the right of rescission becomes void and the 
consumer shall not be liable for any amount, including any finance charge.” 12 CFR §226.23(d)(1).

Even technical violations will form the basis for liability. The mortgagors had a right to rescind the 
contract in accordance with 15 U.S.C. §1635(c). New Maine Nat. Bank v. Gendron, 780 F.Supp. 52 
(D.Me. 1992). The court held that defendants were entitled to rescind loan under strict liability of TILA 
because plaintiff violated TILA’s provisions.

EXPLANATION OF SECURITIZATION

Introduction

Securitization takes a commonplace, mundane transaction and makes very strange things happen. This 
explanation will show that, in the case of a securitized mortgage note, there is no real party who has the 
lawful right to enforce a foreclosure, and the payments alleged to have been in default, in fact, have been 
paid to the party to whom such payments were due.

Additionally, in the case of a securitized note, there are rules and restrictions that have been imposed upon 
the purported debtor that are extrinsic to the note and mortgage as executed by the mortgagor and 
mortgagee, rendering the note and mortgage unenforceable.

This explanation, including its charts, will demonstrate how securitization is a failed attempt to use a note 
and mortgage for purposes for which neither was ever intended.

Securitization consists of a four way amalgamation. It is partly 1) a refinancing with a pledge of assets, 2) 
a sale of assets, 3) an issuance and sale or registered securities which can be traded publicly, and 4) the 
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establishment of a trust managed by third party managers. Enacted law and case law apply to each 
component of securitization. However, specific enabling legislation to authorize the organization of a 
securitization and to harmonize the operation of these components does not exist.

Why would anyone issue securities collateralized by  mortgages using the structure of a securitization? 
Consider the following benefits. Those who engage in this practice are able to…

1. Immediately liquidate an illiquid asset such as a 30 year mortgage.

2. Maximize the amount obtained from a transfer of the mortgages and immediately realize profits 
now.

3. Use the liquid funds to enter into new transactions and to earn profits that are immediately realized 
… again and again (as well as the fees and charges associated with the new transactions, and the 
profits associated with the new transactions… and so on).

4. Maximize earnings by transferring the assets so that the assets cannot be reached by creditors of 
the transferor institution or by the trustee in the event of bankruptcy. (By being “bankruptcy-
remote” the value to the investors of the illiquid assets is increased and investors are willing to pay 
more.)

5. Control management of the illiquid assets in the hands of the transferee by appointing managers 
who earn service fees and may be affiliated with the transferor.

6. Be able to empower the transferor by financially supporting the transferred asset by taking a 
portion of the first losses experienced, if any, from default, and entering into agreements to redeem 
or replace mortgages in default and to commit to providing capital contributions, if needed, in 
order to support the financial condition of the transferee (In other words, provide a 100% insured 
protection against losses).

7. Carry the reserves and the contingent liability (for the support provided in paragraph 6) off the 
balance sheet of the transferor, thereby escaping any reserve requirements imposed upon 
contingent liabilities that would otherwise be carried on the books.

8. Avoid the effect of double taxation of, first, the trust to which the assets have allegedly been 
transferred and second, the investor who receives income from the trust.

9. Insulate the transferor from liability and moves the liability to the investors.

10. Leverage the mortgage transaction by creating a mortgage backed certificate that can be pledges as 
an asset which can be re-securitized and re-pledged to create a financial pyramid.

11. Create a new financial vehicle so mind numbingly complicated that almost no one understands 
what is going on.

The obvious benefits of the above #11 is that courts are predisposed to disbelieve the allegation that a 
securitized note is no longer enforceable. To a reasonable person, the claim that a mortgage note is 
unenforceable merely because it gas been securitized does sound outlandish. And frankly, the more 
complex and difficult the securitized arrangement is to explain and perceive, the more likely a judgment 
in favor of the “lender” will be in litigation.
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Simply stated, the vast majority of litigants – and judges – have not been properly informed as to the true 
nature of this type of transaction. This is said not to insult anyone. Quite the contrary, this is to say that 
the true identity of the real party in interest is able to be obfuscated in the labyrinth of the securitization 
scheme such that whoever steps forward claiming to be that party and showing documentation appearing 
to be legitimate is assumed to have standing, and there are too few knowledgeable challengers of that 
mistaken assumption.

WHAT IS A SECURITIZATION?

In the mortgage securitization process, collateralized securities are issued by, and receive payments from, 
mortgages collected in al collateralized mortgage pool. The collateralized mortgage pool is treated as a 
trust. This trust is organized as a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”) and a qualified special purpose entity 
(“QSPE”) which receives special tax treatment. The SPV is organized by the securitizer so that the assets 
of the SPV are shielded from creditors of the securitizer and the parties who mange it. This shielding is 
described as making the assets “bankruptcy remote”.

To avoid double taxation of both the trust and the certificate holders, mortgages are held in Real Estate 
Mortgage Investment Conduits (“REMIC”). To qualify for the single taxable event, all interest in the 
mortgage is supposed to be transferred forward to the certificate holders.

The legal basis of REMICs was established by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (100 Stat. 2085, 26 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 47, 1042), which eliminated double taxation from these securities. The principal advantage of forming 
a REMIC for the sale of mortgage-backed securities is that the REMIC’s are treated as pass-thru vehicles 
for tax purposes helping avoid double taxation. For instance, in most mortgage-backed securitizations, the 
owner of a pool of mortgage loans (usually the Sponsor of Master Servicer) sells and transfers such loans 
to a QSPE, usually a trust, that is designed specifically to qualify as a REMIC, and, simultaneously, the 
QSPE issues securities that are backed by cash flows generated from the transferred assets to investors in 
order to pay for the loans along with a certain return. If the special purpose entity, or the assets 
transferred, qualify as a REMIC, then any income of the QSPE is “passed-through” and, therefore, not 
taxable until the income reaches the holders of the REMIC, also known as beneficiaries of the REMIC 
trust.

Accordingly, the trustee, the QSPE, and the other parties servicing the trust, have no legal or equitable  
interest in the securitized mortgages. Therefore, any servicer who alleges that they are, or that they have 
the rightm or have been assigned the right , to claim that the are the agent for the holder of the note for 
purposes of standing to bring an action of foreclosure, are stating a legal impossibility. Any argument 
containing such an allegation would be a false assertion. Of course, that is exactly what the servicer of a 
securitized mortgage that is purported to be in default claims. 

The same is the case when a lender makes that same claim. The party shown as “Lender” on the mortgae 
note was instrumental in the sale and issuance of the certificate to certificate holders, which means they 
knew that they were not any longer the holder of the note.

The QSPE is a weak repository and is not engaged in active management of the assets. So, a servicing 
agent is appointed. Moreover, all legal and equitable interest in the mortgages are required by the 
REMIC to be passed through to the certificate holders. Compliance with the REMIC and insulating the 
trust assets from creditors of third parties (who create or service the trust) leads to unilateral restructuring 
of the terms and conditions of the original note and mortgage.
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The above fact, and the enormous implications of it, cannot be more emphatically stressed.

A typical mortgage pool consists of anywhere from 2,00 to 5,000 loans. This represents millions of 
dollars in cash flow payments each month from a servicer (receiving payments from borrowers) to a 
REMIC (QSPE) with the cash flow “passing-through”, tax free, to the trust (REMIC). Those proceeds are 
not taxed until received as income to the investors. Only investors have to pay taxed on the payments of 
mortgage interest received.

The taxes a trust would have to pay on 30, 50, or 100 million dollars per year if this “pass-through” 
taxation benefit didn’t exist would be substantial and it would, sunsequently, lower the value of the 
certificates to the investors, the true beneficiaries of these trusts. Worse, what would be the case if a trust 
that was organized in February 2005 were found to have violated the REMIC guidelines outlined in the 
Internal Revenue Code? At $4 million per month in cash flow, there would arise over $200 million in 
income that would now be considered taxable.

It is worth repeating that in order for one of these investment trusts to qualify for the “pass-through” tax 
benefit of a REMIC (in other words, to be able to qualify to be referred to as a REMIC), ALL LEGAL 
AND EQUITABLE INTEREST IN THE MORTGAGES HELD IN THE NAME OF THE TRUST ARE 
VESTED IN THE INVESTORS,  not in anyone else AT ANY TIME. If legal and/or equitable interest in the 
mortgages held in the name of the trust are claimed by anyone other than the investors, those that are 
making those claims are either defrauding the investors, or the homeowners and courts, or both.

So, if the trust, or a servicer, or a trustee, acting on behalf of the trust, is found to have violated the very 
strict REMIC guidelines (put in place in order to qualify as a REMIC), the “pass-through” tax status of 
the REMIC can be revoked. This of course, would be the equivalent of financial Armageddon for the trust 
and its investors.

A REMIC can be structured as an entity (i.e., partnership, corporation, or trust) or simply as a segregated 
pool of assets, so long as the entity or pool meet certain requirements regarding the composition of assets 
and the nature of the investors interests. No tax is imposed at the REMIC level. To qualify as a REMIC, 
all of the interests in the REMIC must be consist of one or more classes of “regular interests” and a single 
class of “residual interests.”

Regular interest can be in the form of debt, stock, partnership interests, or trust certificates, or any form of 
securities, but must provide the holder the unconditional right to receive a specified principal amount and 
interest payments. REMIC regular interests are treated as debt for federal tax purposes. A residual interest 
in a REMIC, which is any REMIC interest other than a regular interest, is, on the other hand, taxable as an 
equity interest.

According to Section 860 of the Internal Revenue Code, in order for an investment entity to qualify as a 
REMIC, all steps in the “contribution” and transfer process (of the notes) must be true and complete sales 
between the parties and must be accomplished within the three month time limit from the “start-up” of the 
entity. Therefore, every transfer of the note(s) must be a true purchase and sale, and, consequently the 
note must be endorsed from one entity to another. Any mortgage note/asset identified for inclusion in an 
entity seeking a REMIC status must be sold into the entity within the three month time period calculated 
from the official startup day of the REMIC.

Before securitization, the holder of the enforceable note has a financial responsibility for any possible 
losses that may occur arising from a possible default, which means that holder also has the authority to 
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take steps to avoid any such losses (the right to foreclose). Securitization, however, effectively severs any 
such financial responsibility for losses from the authority to incur or avoid those losses.
With securitization the mortgage is converted into something different from what was originally 
represented to the homeowner. For one thing, since the party making the decidion to foreclose does not 
actually hold any legal or equitable interest in any securitized mortgage, they have not realized any losses 
or damages resulting from the purported defaults. Therefore, it also follows that the foreclosing party 
avoids the liability which could result if a class of certificate holders claimed wrongful injury resultin 
from a modification made to achieve an alternate dispute resolution. 

Securitization also makes the mortgage and note unalienable. The reason is simple: once certificates have 
been issued, the note cannot be transferred, sold or conveyed; at least not in the sense that such a transfer, 
sale or conveyance should be considered lawful, legal, and legitimate. This is because the securitized note 
forever changes the nature of that instrument in an irreversible way, much in the same way that individual 
strawberries and individual bananas can never be extracted , in their “whole” form, from a strawberry 
banana milkshake once they’ve been dropped in the blender and the blending takes place.

An SPV cannot sell any individual mortgage because individual mortgages are not held induvidually by 
the certificate holders; the thousands os mortgages held in the REMIC are owned collectively by the 
certificate holders. Likewise, the certificate holders cannot sell the mortgages. All the certificate holders 
have are the securities, each of which is publicly traded.

The certificate holders are, in no sense, holders of any specific individual note ans have no legal or 
beneficial interest in any specific note. The certificate holders do not each hold undivided fractional 
interests in a note which, added together, total 100%. The certificate holders also are not the assignees of 
one or more specific installment payments made pursuant to the note.

For the certificate holder there is no note. A certificate holder does not look to a specific nte for their 
investment’s income payment. Instead, the certificate holder holds a security similar to a bond with 
specific defined payments. The issuer of trust certificates is selling segments of cash flow.

The concept of securitization is brilliant. It began as a simple idea; a way to convert illiquid, long term 
debt into liquid, tradable short term debt. It cashes out the lender, allowing the lender to make new 
“loans” while realizing an immediate profit on the notes sold.

The Charts 

The parties to a securitization and their relationships to each other, is referred to on Wall Street as “The 
Deal”. The Deal is created and defined by what functions as a declaration of trust, also known as “master 
servicing and polling agreement”, hereafter “pooling agreement”. The following diagram demonstrates 
the “original” deal as initially set up on Wall Street. Chart 1 shows a Net Asset Trust created to convert 
long term mortgage debt into short term, publicly traded securities.
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The transferor purchases a portfolio of mortgages and sells them to a trust. The trust 
purchases the mortgages. The Trustee holds the mortgages and becomes the holder 

of legal title. The trust under the direction of the trustee, issues a bond and the corresponding 
certificates to the investors; debenture-like certificates. The bond issues different classes of 

certificates, called tranches. 

The certificate entitles the certificate purchaser to certain stated, repeated segments of cash flow paid by 
the trust. The certificate holders do not hold fractional, undivided interests in the mortgages. Instead, each 
tranche is entitled to an identified, segmented pool of money payable in an order of priority. A senior 
tranche will get paid before a junior tranche. A junior rate provides a higher promised rate of return 
because it has a higher risk than a senior tranche. Another tranche exists that pays interest, but does not 
pay out principal.

The type and variety of tranche that is created is limited only by the limits of financial ingenuity. 
Tranches have been created which pay only a portion of principal repaid on the mortgage but no interest.

The investors buy the mortgages from the transferor by paying cash to the trustee who pays the transferor. 
The investor purchases securities (the bond certificates) which are collateralized by the mortgages held in 
trust in the collateral pool. Legal title to the mortgages is held by the trustee and beneficial title is owned 
by the investors. 

The homeowners, the people that provide the income that funds the entire securitization scheme have no 
say in the matter because they are never told what will be done with their note. It is never disclosed in 
the transaction.

In summation the trust purchased mortgages and sold certificates. Another way to describe it: the trust 
bought cattle and wound up selling ground beef.

The fact remains that s simple net asset trust ae previously described above is likely not the type of 
securitization vehicle to hold a debtor’s mortgage. WHY? This is because Wall Street decided to improve 
the “asset trust paradigm”. If the Deal could be made safer for, and more lucrative to, the investor, the 
investor would pay more for the investment. This was accomplished by adding objectives 2-11 to the list 
already referred to above shown again below: 
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1. Immediately liquidate an illiquid asset such as a 30 year mortgage.

2. Maximize the amount obtained from a transfer of the mortgages and immediately realize profits 
now.

3. Use the liquid funds to enter into new transactions and to earn profits that are immediately realized 
… again and again (as well as the fees and charges associated with the new transactions, and the 
profits associated with the new transactions… and so on).

4. Maximize earnings by transferring the assets so that the assets cannot be reached by creditors of 
the transferor institution or by the trustee in the event of bankruptcy. (By being “bankruptcy-
remote” the value to the investors of the illiquid assets is increased and investors are willing to pay 
more.)

5. Control management of the illiquid assets in the hands of the transferee by appointing managers 
who earn service fees and may be affiliated with the transferor.

6. Be able to empower the transferor by financially supporting the transferred asset by taking a 
portion of the first losses experienced, if any, from default, and entering into agreements to redeem 
or replace mortgages in default and to commit to providing capital contributions, if needed, in 
order to support the financial condition of the transferee (In other words, provide a 100% insured 
protection against losses).

7. Carry the reserves and the contingent liability (for the support provided in paragraph 6) off the 
balance sheet of the transferor, thereby escaping any reserve requirements imposed upon 
contingent liabilities that would otherwise be carried on the books.

8. Avoid the effect of double taxation of, first, the trust to which the assets have allegedly been 
transferred and second, the investor who receives income from the trust.

9. Insulate the transferor from liability and moves the liability to the investors.

10. Leverage the mortgage transaction by creating a mortgage backed certificate that can be pledges as 
an asset which can be re-securitized and re-pledged to create a financial pyramid.

11. Create a new financial vehicle so mind numbingly complicated that almost no one understands 
what is going on.

The “original Deal” included only step 1, whose purpose was to immediately liquidate an illiquid asset, 
such a as 30 year mortgage. It did not provide the additional ten benefits of securitization listed above 
(items 2 through 11). Under the original net asset trust, the income received by the collatral pool from the 
mortgage debtors is taxed and the interest paid to each investor is taxed again.

To achieve the goals listed above, it became necessary to structure the Deal to create a pass through trust 
and replace the net asset trust. 

The first part is pretty straight forward. It is referred here as the Pre-Securitization stage.
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Step one: The transaction takes place between the debtor (mortgagor) and the creditor called the 
“originator” a.k.a. the mortgagee. The transaction consists of the mortgage note/promissory note and 
the  mortgage/Deed of Trust. The originator becomes the note holder.

Step two the originator sells the transaction to the warehouser. The warehouser then becomes the note 
holder. The object of the warehouser is to purchase other mortgages and then assemble them into a 
portfolio of mortgages. 

In step three, the warehouser sells the portfolio to a Transferor who is the initiating party of the 
securitization. The transferor then becomes the note holder.

The portfolio for securitization typically contains 2,000 to 5,000 mortgages. 

There many different structures for securitization but the potential negative impact of securitization on the 
debtor is the same. The following chart shows a typical securitization.
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The structure seen above is called the “Deal”. The Deal is created through a complex instrument that, 
among other things…

1. Serves as a declaration of trust,

2. Identifies the parties who manage the Deal and describes their duties, responsibilities, liabilities 
and obligations.

3. Defines the different classes of investment securities, and 

4. Is called the Master Pooling and Servicing Agreement.

The instrument is filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission and is a public record. This 
document is the most important source for discovery as it provides the who, the how, the where, and the 
when of the Deal.

In the Pre-securitization stage the mortgage portfolio ended up in the hands of the transferor who was the 
note holder.

The Transferor. In the “new and improved” securitization process shown in the previous chart, the 
transferor transfers the mortgages to the underwriter. In addition, the transferor may arrange for credit 
enhancements to be transferred for the benefit and protection of investors. Such enhancements may 
include liquid assets, other securities, and performing mortgages in excess of the mortgage portfolio being 
sold. NOTE: The transferor also usually obligates itself to redeem and replace any mortgage in default. 

The Underwriter. The underwriter creates the securities and arranges to place the various tranches of 
securities (different classes of certificates) with investors. The underwriter then transfers the mortgage 
portfolio and securities to the issuer.

The Issuer. The issuer is organized as a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV); a passive conduit to the 
investors. The issuer issues the securities to the investors and collects payment from the investors. The 
payments from the investors are transferred through the underwriter to the transferor. 

The QSPE. The mortgage portfolio is conveyed from the issuer to the collateral pool which is organized 
as a Qualifying Special Purpose Entity (“QSPE”). As previously stated, what makes the entity “qualified” 
is strict adherence to a set of rules. Among other things, these rules make the QSPE a passive entity which 
has no legal or equitable title to the mortgages in the mortgage portfolio and restrict modification of the 
mortgages in the portfolio. 

As a result, the QSPE provides to the investors the benefit of its earnings (paid to it by the mortgage 
debtors) not being taxed. These earnings flow through the QSPE to the investors. Only the investors are 
taxed at the individual level.

Custodian. The QSPE transfers the mortgage portfolio to the custodian who acts as a bailee of the assets. 
The custodian is a mere depository for safekeeping of the mortgages.

Tranches. The investor invests in different classes of securities. Each class is called a tranche. Each 
tranche is ranked by order of preference in receipt of payment and the segment of cash flow to be received 
and resembles a bond. The basic stratification by order of priority of payment from highest to lowest is 
categorized as: senior notes, mezzanine notes and unrated equity.
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Parties described in the Master Pooling and Service Agreement. The Seal establishes a management 
structure to supervise the investment. The specific parties for a Deal are identified in the master Pooling 
and Service Agreement which states their duties and obligations, their compensation, and their liability. 
Typically the managers include: the Master Servicer, the Trustee, the Subservicer, and the Custodian.

Master Servicer. The Master Servicer is in overall charge of the deal and supervises the other 
managing parties.

Trustee. The day to day operations of the collateral pool is administered by the trustee. However, the 
trustee does very little since the trust must remain passive. The trustee does not have legal title or 
equitable interest in any mortgage in the portfolio because the trust is a mere passive conduit.

Subservicer. The Subservicer is responsible for dealing with the property owners; collecting monthly 
payments, keeping accounts and financial records and paying the monthly proceeds to the trustee for 
distribution to the investors by order of tranche.

The Subservicer may also be responsible for foreclosure in the event a mortgage is in default or some 
deals call for the appointment of a special subservicer to carry out a foreclosure. Usually the 
subservicer is obligated to make monthly advances to the investors for each mortgage in default. In 
addition, the subservicer may also have undertaken to redeem or replace any mortgage in default.

Counterparty. Finally, there is a counterparty to make sure that investors get paid on time. The 
counterparty is like an insurer or guarantor on steroids; a repository of all kinds of financial 
arrangements to insure payment to the investors. Such financial arrangements include derivatives, 
credit default swaps and other hedge arrangements.

The term “counterparty” is frequently associated with “counterparty risk” which refers to the risk that 
the counterparty will become financially unable to make the “claims” to the investors if there are a 
substantial number of mortgage defaults. The counterparty may guarantee the obligation of the 
transferor or servicer to redeem or replace mortgages in default. The counterparty may also guarantee 
the obligation of the subservicer to make monthly payments for mortgages that are said to be in 
default.

Questions worth asking. We now know that an examination of the Master Servicing and Pooling 
Agreement filed with the SEC will reveal substantial barriers to a lawful foreclosure. We also know that 
there are parties involved in this arrangement, as well as insurance products in place, intended to 
financially “cover” certain “losses” in certain situations, such as an alleged default.

In light of this, there are a few questions the Subservicer and/or the Successor Trustee and/or the 
foreclosure law firm who claim to have the legal right and authority to conduct a foreclosure, ought to be 
prepared to answer before foreclosure goes forward:

• Have you read, and are you familiar with, the Master Servicing and Pooling Agreement 
relating to this mortgage that was filed with the SEC?

• The Servicer, Subservicer, or some other party (counterparty) likely made a payments to the 
party who allegedly owns the purpored debt obligation. This payment, if made, was intended 
to cover sums that are alleged to be in default. Therefore, the party who allegedly owns the 
purported debt obligation has, by virtue of that payment, not been damaged in any way.  
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Therefore, if any sums have thusly been paid, how is it being truthfully stated that a default  
has occurred?

• If the investment trust that ostensibly owns the mortgage obligation is a REMIC, the trustee,  
the QSPE, and the othr parties servicing the trust, have no legal or equitable interest in the 
securitized mortgages. Therefore, any servicer who alleges that they have the right or that 
they have been assigned the right , to claim that they are the agent for the holder of the note 
for purposes of standing to bring an action of foreclosure, are stating a legal impossibility. In 
light of this, by what authority can you show that you can administer a lawful foreclosure?

There are many more questions that can and should be asked in such a situation. They all stem from one 
central fact: a note that has been securitized and submitted to an entity qualifying as a REMIC and 
organized as a Qualifying Special Purpose Entity, is not enforceable. That is an incontrovertible fact that 
servicers of securitized mortgage will have to cope with as more and more homeowners discover the 
truth.

Conclusion

Previously, it was stated that, in order for the investment entity to be a REMIC (in other words, in order 
for the entity to be able to qualify for the single taxable event as a pass through entity), all interest in the 
mortgage is supposed to be transferred forward to the certificate holders.

Well, in fact, such a transfer never occurs. Either this is the case, or the parties who state that they have a 
right to foreclose on a securitized note are not being truthful when they present themselves as the real 
party in interest.

In any case, they cannot have it both ways. The servicer cannot claim to hold legal and/or equitable 
interest in the mortgages held in the name of an investment trust that also provides the (REMIC) pass 
through tax benefit to its investors.

Does the Master Servicing Agreement – made public through its filing with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission – show that the entity is a REMIC? If so, the note has become unenforceable because the 
unnamed parties who are receiving the pre-tax income from the entity are the real parties in interest. They 
hold legal and/or equitable interest in the mortgages held, but they do not have the ability to foreclose on 
any one individual mortgage because the mortgages held by the REMIC have all been bundled into one 
big income-producing unit.

The introduction explains that the securitization consists of a four way amalgamation. It is partly 1) a 
refinancing with a pledge of assets, 2) a sale of assets, 3) an issuance and sale of registered securities 
which can be traded publicly, and 4) the establishment of a trust managed by third party managers.

Also discussed is the fact that enacted law and case law apply to each component of securitization, but 
that specific enabling legislation to authorize the organization of a securitization, and to harmonize the 
operation of these diverse components, does not exist. This bears repeating even more explicitly because 
this is central to the rights of a homeowner facing foreclosure shose undrlying mortgage has been 
securitized: specific enabling legislation to authorize the pass through structure of a trust holding a 
mortgage portfolio does not exist.

Many unresolved legal issues could be addressed if the Uniform Commercial Code Commissioners added 
a chapter for securitization. However, that has yet to happen.
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So, as it now stands, a lawful foreclosure cannot occur against a mortgage whose note has been 
securitized because of the lack of an actual damaged party who has standing to state a claim. 

The Securitization process explained another way:

Securitization is the name for the process by which the final investor for the loan ended up with the loan. 
It entitled the following:

1. Mortgage broker had client who needed a loan and delivered the loan package to the lender.

2. The lender approved the loan and funded it. This was usually through “warehouse” lines of credit. 
The lender hardly ever used their own money istesad using the warehouse line that had been 
advanced to the lender by Major Wall Street firm like J.P. Morgan.

3. The lender “sold” the loan to the Wall Street lender, earning from 2.5 – 8 points per loan. This 
entity is known as the mortgage aggregator.

4. The loan, and thousands like it, are sold together to an investment banker.

5. Investment banker sells the loans to a securities banker.

6. Securities banker sells the loan to the final investors, as a Securitized Instrument, where a Trustee 
is named for the investors, and the Trustee will administer all bookkeeping and disbursement of 
funds.

7. The issue with the securitization process is that when the Securitized Instrument was sold, it was 
split apart and sold into tranches, (in slices like a pie). There were few or no records kept of which 
notes went into which tranche. Nor were there records of how many investors bought into each 
particular tranche. Additionally, there were no assignments designed or signed in anticipation of 
establishing legal standing to foreclose.

8. The tranches were rated by Rating Agencies at the request of the Investment Bankers who paid the 
Rating Agencies.

9. When the tranches were created, each “slice” was given a rating, “AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, etc. 
The ratings determined which tranche got “paid” first out of the monthly proceeds. If significant 
numbers of loans missed payments, or went into default, the AAA tranche would receive all 
money due, and this went on down the line. The bottom tranche with the most risk would receive 
the leftover money. These were the first tranches to fail. Even if the defaulting loans were in the 
AAA tranche, the AAA tranche would still be paid and the lowest tranche would not. Wall Street, 
after the 2000 Dot.com crash, had large amount of money sitting on the sidelines, looking for new 
investment opportunities. Returns on investments were dismal, and investors were looking for new 
opportunities. Wall Street recognized that creating Special Investment Vehicles offered a new 
investment that could generate large commissions.
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R.K. Arnold, Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary of Mortgage Electronic Registration 
Systems, Inc., stated:

MERS® will act as mortgagee of record for any mortgage loan registered on the computer system 
MERS® maintains, called the MERS® System. It will then track servicing rights and beneficial 
interests in those loans and provide a platform for mortgage servicing rights to be recorded 
electronically among its members without the need to record a mortgage assignment in the public 
land records each time…. Members pay annual fees to belong and transaction fees to execute 
electronic transactions on the MERS® System…. A mortgage note holder can sell a mortgage 
note to another in what has become a gigantic secondary market…. For these servicing 
companies to perform their duties satisfactorily, the note and mortgage were bifurcated.  The 
investor or its designee held the note and named the servicing company as mortgagee, a structure 
that became standard…. When a mortgage loan is registered on the MERS® System, it receives a 
mortgage identification number (MIN). The borrower executes a traditional paper mortgage 
naming the lender as mortgagee, and the lender executes an assignment of the mortgage to 
MERS®. Both documents are executed according to state law and recorded in the public land 
records, making MERS® the mortgagee of record. From that point on, no additional mortgage 
assignments will be recorded because MERS® will remain the mortgagee of record throughout the 
life of the loan…. MERS® keeps track of the new servicer electronically and acts as nominee for 
the servicing companies and investors. Because MERS® remains the mortgagee of record in the 
public land records throughout the life of the loan, it eliminates the need to record later 
assignments in the public land records. Usually, legal title to the property is not affected again 
until the loan is paid and the mortgage is released. (R.K. Arnold, Yes, There is Life on MERS, 
Prob.& Prop., Aug. 1997, at p.16: http//www.abanet.org/genpractice/magazine/1998/spring-
bos/arnold.html)

THE ISSUE OF A DEFECTIVE INSTRUMENT.

If the promissory note is owned by thousands of parties, then there is no one party that may come forth to 
lay claim on the promissory note. If no one party can be named “the beneficiary” or the “lender”, then the 
promissory note is defective.

If no loan assignment was properly done, it cannot be “fixed”. A lender cannot reverse engineer the title 
of the Deed of Trust or Promissory note to make it better. Once an instrument is defective, it cannot be 
used to collect a debt. 

If the terms of the Deed of Trust can be shown to violate applicable State law, then it also is defective. If 
it is defective, then it cannot be used to give the lender the “due on sale” clause. The terms of the Deed of 
Trust must be respected in whole and one cannot pick and choose which part to respect and which part to 
ignore.

U.S. Code Title 12: Banks and Banking, Part 226 – Truth in Lending Regulation Z § 226.39 Mortgage 
and Transfer Disclosures, (a)(1) reads in part, “For purposes of this section, a servicer of a mortgage loan 
shall not be treated as the owner of the obligation ….” 
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Case of Quiet Title in Missouri

To prove a point about the differences in arguments … Caranchini then went through some of the issues 
involving securitized loans; the judge did not understand the importance of it. The argument then got 
down to the note (which you knew it would at some point). The judge looked at the trustee and asked 
him if he had the original note. Then she asked him if he ever had the original note. Then she asked 
him if he had ever seen the original note (which he previously attempted to foreclose on). Then she 
asked him whether the alleged lender had the original note. To all of these inquiries, the trustee  
responded … NO

From Caranchini’s own observations, she is totally convinced that the judge understood the issues 
involving agency, quiet title, declaratory judgments, breach of fiduciary duty and negligence (some of 
which have damage claims attached). According to Caranchini however, the judge did not understand all 
of the terms and arguments involving securitization and essentially admitted that on the record.

This goes back to the problems the author has previously written about regarding what is fundamental in 
proving agency and what is not. Education of the Court in pointing out the flaws on your recorded 
documents is extremely important. The declination letter is also on the record. The Ibanez decision in this 
instance proved to gain impetus with the Court as well as to its applicability regarding proving agency. 
The judge ordered deposition of a Chicago Title expert witness (That’s part of discovery folks!) by the 
end of March and set a trial date for October 24, 2011 (unless the parties settle beforehand). Needless to 
say, the trustee wasn’t happy. He’s still a Defendant in the lawsuit. Not having even seen the Note didn’t 
sit well with the judge either. You can probably surmise where this case is headed.

Two days later, Caranchini received an Order in the mail from another judge in Jackson County Circuit 
Court, where she had a motion for temporary restraining order against Bank of America et al: “Now on 
the 5th day of January, 2011, the Court takes up and considers Defendants Bank of America and BAC 
Home Loan Servicing, LP’s Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction and Request to 
Quash Hearing on Plaintiff’s Request for TRO. After being duly advised on the premises and for good 
cause shown, the Court hereby denies the same without prejudice. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that 
additional proceedings be STAYED due to this cause pending in federal court and the possibility of 
remand back to circuit court. IT IS SO ORDERED.”

This would certainly cause the author to surmise that there is the possibility for a remand of the original 
case from the federal court back to the Jackson County Circuit Court, where the action to quiet title in the 
county in which the property is located is supposed to be heard. Because there are both state and federal 
judges involved, it would also probably be safe to assume that both state judges are in agreement on the 
procedural aspects of this case and that they’ve also had at least telephone conferences with both judges in 
the U.S. District Court. Look for a lot of action on this case in February (the case was filed last April). 
Look for possible settlements and an agreement to allow quiet title with the purchase of homeowner’s 
indemnity coverage! Caranchini is following my suggestions as I outlined in the book “Clouded Titles.”
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THE SHOCKWAVES OF THE IBANEZ-LaRACE CASE CREATE NATIONAL 
RIPPLE EFFECT; BANKS HAVE A REASON TO BE NERVOUS; E&O 
CARRIERS WATCH OUT!

January 12th, 2011

By Dave Krieger

This opinion is based on legal research only and cannot be construed as legal advice! 

IT’S HOMEOWNER-PLAINTIFF QUIET TITLE ACTION IN REVERSE

The point being here … if you didn’t learn anything about quieting titles in the book “Clouded Titles”, it 
would be best suited perhaps to espouse the deeds of U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo as they attempted to do 
what I call “a quiet title action in reverse”. 

At first glance, this case involves procedural and agency relationship errors. For those of you in the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you’ll note from the slip order issued by the Massachusetts Supreme 
Court that the actions preceding their ruling were brought “in the Land Court under G.L. c. 240 § 6, which 
authorizes actions to quiet or establish the title to land situated in the commonwealth or to remove a cloud 
from the title thereto.”

The analysis by the High Court points to the law firms experienced with studying quiet title actions, yet 
the attorneys missed the boat on proving agency, which is a fundamental element of quiet title actions. 
Proving standing to foreclose on a mortgage or deed of trust is one thing; proving how you got the note to 
enforce on the other hand is part of what makes up the chain of title. When those assignments are not 
recorded, because they happen to be in the MERS system, or simply sold willy-nilly several times over 
without perfected security interests being recorded in the land records in the county where the property 
lies, you’ve got a problem. In these cases, the banks created their own problems without them even 
knowing it.
Read more…  

Both U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo were seeking the same thing … they wanted the lower court to issue a 
judgment that they were entitled to full right, title and interest of both defendant-homeowners upon which 
they foreclosed; declaratory judgment on the fact there was no cloud on title arising out of publication of 
the sale in the Boston Globe, and they wanted declaratory judgment in favor of themselves respectively 
that title was vested fee simple. The homeowners that are looking into matters quieting title might take 
note of what the banks were asking for. 

The problem was … while the original homeowners had title in fee simple established by virtue of a 
general warranty deed, the banks had to connect the dots coming in the other way … and they couldn’t do 
it because they were attempting to prove agency AFTER THEY ALREADY FORECLOSED ON THE 
PROPERTIES! According to the High Court, the banks foreclosed FIRST. Then after the foreclosures, 
the lenders attempted to record newly-executed assignments in the Register of Deeds office. The gaps in 
the chain of title were created by the foreclosure actions themselves, so agency was negated from the 
point of foreclosure forward up to the point the actions to quiet title were filed.
Both lenders claimed to be the bona fide credit bid purchasers, even though neither had actually proven 
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they had standing to foreclose in the first place! The Land Court invalidated the foreclosure sales, 
claiming that at the time of publication, the banks didn’t really own the properties! When asked to 
produce paperwork, the banks came back with securitization-related documents … another bad mistake 
when trying to tie agency ends together! 

THE UNSIGNED LOTTERY TICKET

In Ibanez, the lender (Rose Mortgage) executed a note and mortgage on December 1, 2005. The original 
mortgage was recorded the following day. Days later, Rose Mortgage executed an assignment of the 
mortgage in blank (handing the unsigned lottery ticket off to another entity) to Option One Mortgage 
Corporation as the assignee, who recorded the assignment on June 7, 2006. The odd thing is however, is 
that on January 23, 2006, Option One executed an assignment in blank and assigned the mortgage to 
Lehman Brothers Bank FSB; who assigned it to Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.; who assigned it to 
Structured Asset Securities Corporation; who assigned it to U.S. Bank NA as trustee for the Structured 
Asset Securities Corporation Mortgage Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2006-Z. None of this was 
recorded in the Register of Deeds office [but you can probably bet that MERS was involved somehow]. 
The Land Court wasn’t provided with any paperwork identifying whether the Ibanez loan even made it 
into the mortgage pool. 

More unfortunately for U.S. Bank, it wore two hats (one as the purported holder and one as the purported 
purchaser) when it recorded a statutory foreclosure affidavit on May 23, 2008. On September 2, 2008, 
FIVE MONTHS after the foreclosure affidavit was recorded (which also had a gap of the several 
intervening assignees, further clouding the chain of title) American Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc. 
(where’d they come from?) as “successor-in-interest” to Option One, executed a written assignment of 
that mortgage to U.S. Bank, as trustee, to try to fill in the blanks. This assignment was recorded on 
September 11, 2008, almost a year-and-a-half AFTER the sale! [HINT: For those of you who are 
confused as to procedure, the gaps in the chain of title began the moment Option One assigned the note to 
Lehman Brothers Bank FSB.] 

In the LaRace case, Option One set up a loan for Mark and Tammy LaRace on May 19, 2005, who gave a 
mortgage to Option One as security for the loan. A week later, Option One issued an assignment in blank 
to Bank of America; who later assigned it to Asset Banked Funding Corporation in a mortgage loan 
purchase agreement; who then later pooled the LaRace’s mortgage into ABFC 2005-OPT 1 Trust, AFBC 
Asset-Backed Certificates, Series 2005-OPT 1, with Wells Fargo as the Trustee of this trust. As with U.S. 
Bank, the Land Court wasn’t provided with any paperwork identifying whether the LaRace loan was 
actually assigned to Bank of America. [HINT: For those of you looking to identify intervening assignees 
here, the chain of title was broken when Option One failed to record its assignment to Bank of America in 
the land records.]

After the foreclosure sale, Wells Fargo did not execute a statutory foreclosure affidavit until May 7, 2008. 
The Land Court determined that Option One was still the holder of record of that mortgage!
Now … talk about backdating documents (this is fraud by the way because the affidavits don’t add up to 
the real actions in the case) … Option One executed a backdated mortgage to Wells Fargo as Trustee on 
May 12, 2008, TEN MONTHS AFTER THE FORECLOSURE SALE! But the assignment was backdated 
to a date preceding the publication of the notice of sale and actual sale. Thus, when discovered, Wells 
Fargo couldn’t prove agency either. 

A NEW TWIST TO THE HUMPTY DANCE
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Since the loans were securitized, no one bothered to record their successive interests in the land records 
(where the recordation counts). Under the Massachusetts statutes, when Plaintiff banks come in and ask 
for a declaration of clear title, a judge gets to ask for proof they owned the note at the time they 
foreclosed. Neither one of them could, so the sales were vacated. All the securitization documents that 
both banks produced “couldn’t put Humpty back together again!” 

It’s like showing up to class without your homework. What do you expect? 

In Massachusetts, you show up with a signed lottery ticket (a lawful assignment and convincing evidence 
of proper conveyances establishing the chain of title) or you don’t get to cash it in! That was the banks’ 
first mistake. Here they try to prove agency going through a gap in the chain of intervening assignees … 
both banks conceded that assignments in blank did not constitute lawful assignments of the mortgages. 
Duh. 

The second mistake that came back to bite the banks in the proverbial kiesters is they did not have 
perfected assignments proving they actually owned the mortgages they were foreclosing on. In the 1912 
statute that established the statutory power of sale, power to conduct the sale is reserved to the mortgagee 
or his executors, administrators, successors or assigns, but not to a party that is the equitable beneficiary 
of a mortgage held by another. (Wait a minute … doesn’t that sound a bit like a MOM mortgage?)

The third mistake is reinventing your arguments when the first ones don’t work. When you argue a case in 
the lower court, that argument stays with the case all the way up the appellate ladder. The fact remained 
that the lenders did not have proper assignments necessary to foreclose, so they lacked the authority to 
foreclose under statute. Post-foreclosure assignments can’t be backdated to reflect “effective dates”. 

I should point out here that Massachusetts Law does give the valid holder of a mortgage assignment the 
right to foreclose even if it’s unrecorded … but at some point in time, a judge may ask the lender to “own 
up” to their chain of title, which neither bank could prove. How do you think that will fair when you start 
comparing chain of title issues like this to a title company? Do you really think the title company will 
stick its neck out that far, knowing that this case is out and haunting lenders everywhere? 

In short, if you don’t have valid assignments at the time you foreclose … you can’t foreclose! Yet, this 
case gets better …

CONCURRING OPINION … DON’T LET THE DOOR HIT YOU IN THE A** ON THE WAY OUT! 

Judges Cordy and Botsford together issued a concurring opinion in this case … interesting to note the 
following, before I close this mini-dissertation:

• The Plaintiff banks exercised utter carelessness in documenting the titles to their assets!
• There is no question that the respective homeowners were in default on their mortgages!
• Foreclosures in Massachusetts have strict guidelines, which were not followed here!
• You can’t backdate assignments and expect the court to give you what you want!
• Complicated by securitization arguments, the High Court saw through the smoke screen!

Now for the noteworthy part of this opinion … while there were several underlying comments issued as 
part of this slip order, two things stuck out in my mind … 
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• The Plaintiffs were seeking quiet title so they could obtain title insurance and needed a declaration by 
the court (a decree if you will) to quiet title to those properties. 

• Massachusetts case law clearly identifies that foreclosure by entry may provide a separate ground for 
claim of clear title apart from the foreclosure by execution of the power of sale. This means that a 
mortgage holder who peaceably enters a property and remains for three years after recording a certificate 
or memorandum of entry forecloses the mortgagor’s right of redemption. [This was never cited by the 
banks; so the High Court didn’t need to discuss it!]

• It doesn’t matter whether you’re a bank or a homeowner, before filing a quiet title action; the outcome 
of such a case will depend on who identifies the gaps in the chain of title and who establishes prima facie 
case evidence first, to make the other side prove a negative. 

• Also of last-minute noteworthiness is the fact that I have repeatedly stated that even though you may 
have studied up a bit on quiet title actions, when you serve up a dose of litigation on the banks seeking 
what U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo failed to do here, you can pretty much surmise that these lenders will not 
make the same mistake again; yet they still continue to press forward with robosigned documents and 
falsified notarizations in an attempt to wrongfully take something they can’t really prove they own, 
because the chain of title is broken and thus clouded.

THE RIPPLE EFFECT

Just hours after the release of this decision, Plaintiff Gwen Caranchini handed a copy of the slip order of 
this case to a Jackson County, Missouri Circuit Court Judge, who became very quickly educated. As a 
result of invalid assignments, trustees now face damage complaints for gross negligence and breach of 
fiduciary duty, for which the E&O carriers and title companies had better keep both eyes and ears open if 
they want their pocketbooks to survive what’s to come. 

The actions of the Trustee failed to substantiate their authority to initiate any foreclosure proceedings  
because they failed to act in a responsible manner in substantiating the “Lenders” authority to request  
the foreclosure. 

Clouded Title as a result of the actions by MERS and the trusteess

FROM KEN MCLEOD

EDITOR’S COMMENT: I maintain that the limit on the equitable tolling of the right to rescind 
ONLY applies with respect to the delivery of the right forms regarding rescission and NOT for 
failure to to make important disclosures (such as the true APR, the identity of the real creditor, and 
all the people who are taking fees as a result of the borrower signing the mountain of papers.

I still believe that the transaction has not been consummated unless the substantive disclosures and 
forms have been delivered and signed. Thus the period for rescission can properly be argued to be 
three days from the time when those documents and disclosures are delivered. If they haven’t been 
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delivered and disclosed, then the transaction is not complete and the borrower, in my opinion, can 
rescind at anytime. Fraud is not a basis for invoking limitation on the right to rescind.

I successfully used the following (attached case) in a Opposition to Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment early in my case (around 9/2008).

Regards

Ken McLeod see Vernon Handy v Anchor Mortgage 464 F.3d 760
464 F.3d 760
Vernon HANDY, Administrator of the Estate of Geneva H. Handy, Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.
ANCHOR MORTGAGE CORPORATION and Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., Defendants-Appellees.
No. 04-3690.
No. 04-4042.
United States Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit.
Argued April 6, 2006.
Decided September 29, 2006.
Page 761

“The sufficiency of TILA-mandated disclosures is determined from the standpoint 
of the ordinary consumer.” Rivera v. Grossinger Autoplex, Inc., 274 F.3d 
1118, 1121-22 (7th Cir.2001) (citing Smith v. Cash Store Mgmt., Inc., 195 F.3d 
325, 327-28 (7th Cir.1999)). As a result, Anchor’s argument that “[t]he most 
illuminating fact demonstrating the clarity of Anchor’s Notice is that the 
Plaintiff simply was not confused” misses the point.   Whether a particular   
disclosure is clear for purposes of TILA is a question of law that “depends 
on the contents of the form, not on how it affects any particular reader.” 
Smith v. Check-N-Go of Ill., Inc., 200 F.3d 511, 515 (7th Cir.1999).

TILA does not easily forgive “technical” errors. See Cowen v. Bank United of 
Texas, FSB, 70 F.3d 937, 941 (7th Cir.1995)

Having established that Anchor violated TILA, we turn now to the issue of remedies. 
Under TILA’s civil liability provisions, a creditor that violates 15 U.S.C. § 1635 is 
liable for: “actual damage[s] sustained” by the debtor, 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(1); “not 
less than $200 or greater than $2,000″ in statutory damages, § 1640(a)(2)(A)(iii); 
and “the costs of the action, together with a reasonable attorney’s fee,” § 1640(a)
(3). In addition, § 1635(b) itself provides that when a debtor rescinds she is “not 
liable for any finance or other charge”; “any security interest . . . becomes void”; 
and “[w]ithin 20 days after receipt of a notice of rescission,” the creditor must 
“return to the [borrower] any money or property given as earnest money, 
downpayment, or otherwise.”

We agree with the Sixth Circuit’s well-reasoned opinion in Barrett and hold that the remedies 
associated with rescission remain available even after the subject loan has been paid off and, more 
generally, that the right to rescission “encompasses a right to return to the status quo that existed 
before the loan.”
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Congress enacted TILA “to assure a meaningful disclosure of credit terms so that the consumer will 
be able to compare more readily the various credit terms available to him and avoid the 
uninformed use of credit.” 15 U.S.C. § 1601(a). As is relevant to this case, TILA mandates for 
borrowers involved in “any consumer credit transaction . . . in which a security interest . . . is or 
will be retained or acquired in any property which is used as the principal dwelling of the person to 
whom credit is extended” a three-day period in which the borrower may rescind the loan 
transaction and recover “any finance or other charge,” earnest money, or down payment previously 
made to the creditor. See 15 U.S.C. § 1635(a), (b). In the context of “[a] refinancing or consolidation 
by the same creditor of an extension of credit already secured by the consumer’s principal 
dwelling,” the right of rescission applies only “to the extent the new amount financed exceeds the 
unpaid principal balance, any earned unpaid finance charge on the existing debt, and amounts 
attributed solely to the costs of the refinancing

In addition to creating the right of rescission, TILA requires creditors “clearly and conspicuously” 
to disclose to borrowers their right to rescind and the length of the rescission period, as well as to 
provide borrowers with “appropriate forms . . . to exercise [their] right to rescind [a] transaction.” 
15 U.S.C. § 1635(a). The Federal Reserve Board (FRB), one of the agencies charged with 
implementing TILA, has promulgated an implementing regulation, known as Regulation Z, 12 
C.F.R. § 226 et seq., that, among other things, requires creditors to disclose the following elements 
to borrowers:

(i) The retention or acquisition of a security interest in the consumer’s principal dwelling.

(ii) The consumer’s right to rescind the transaction.

(iii) How to exercise the right to rescind, with a form for that purpose, designating the address of 
the creditor’s place of business.

(iv) The effects of rescission. . . .

(v) The date the rescission period expires.

Nor are we persuaded by Anchor’s argument that TILA’s safe harbor provision protects it, an 
argument Anchor raised below but the district court did not reach. This provision requires a 
creditor to “show[] by a preponderance of evidence that the violation was not intentional and 
resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted 
to avoid any such error.” 15 U.S.C. § 1640(c). As far as we can tell, there is no evidence in the 
record that Anchor maintains any such procedures. Although Anchor’s general counsel, who was 
called as a witness by the company, was asked twice what procedures the company had in place to 
prevent the type of mix-up that occurred in Handy’s case, she was unable to describe any system 
used to ensure that the correct rescission forms are provided to borrowers.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Equitable tolling IS effective for common law fraud like appraisal fraud 
which is easy, simple and credible. Piggy back your TILA rescission on top of the 
common law fraud cause of action. Judge can’t first decide if you have a right to 
rescission without hearing the whole case. Rescission is equitable remedy so 
even if the statute obviously implies that everything works automatically, 
you can argue statutory imperative giving the Judge no discretion, but they 
don’t like that. 

I spoke to a new customer today — trader and broker from Wall Street. Pretty smart on 
law too. What he did is get a bona fide escrow agent to say they are holding “legal 
tender” to pay off the whole mortgage. In order to get it, they have to come up with the 
canceled note, proof of who cancelled it and an affidavit, satisfaction of mortgage etc. 
Then he sued them for failure to allow him to pay off his loan or fraudulently posing as 
the Lender. He ordered an estoppel letter as though he was selling the property. They 
ignored that too.

WHEN DOES THE 3 YEAR RIGHT TO BEGING START? 
WHEN IS A LOAN “CONSUMMATED”? IS THERE 
EQUITABLE TOLLING OF THE TILA RIGHT TO 

RESCIND?

Posted by Foreclosure Defense Attorney Steve Vondran on January 11, 2011 · Leave a Comment

The following is an overview of a few cases I was looking at in the area of Truth in Lending (“TILA”) 
law.  We get a lot of questions about when TILA three years begins to run.  THIS IS NOT LEGAL 
ADVICE AND IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS LEGAL ADVICE.  RATHER THESE ARE A FEW 
CASES THAT DISCUSS TILA RESCISSION, AND GIVE YOU SOME IDEAS OF SOME OF THE 
CASES OUT THERE.  PLEASE CONSULT A LITIGATION ATTORNEY BEFORE FILING A CIVIL 
LAWSUIT FOR TRO OR INJUNCTION.

CAN TILA THREE YEAR RIGHT TO RESCIND BE EXERCISED BEYOND THREE  YEARS?
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The general rule you will normally see in regard to TILA 3 year right of rescission is the following:

“Section 1635 of TILA allows consumers to rescind “any consumer credit transaction . . . in which a 
security interest . . .is or will be retained or acquired in any property which is used as the principal 
dwelling of the person to whom credit is extended,” so long as such rescission takes place within three 
days of the consummation of the transaction or the delivery of required disclosures under TILA, 
whichever occurs later. 15 U.S.C. § 1635. If the lender never submits the required disclosures, the 
borrower’s right to rescission expires three years after the consummation of the transaction. 15 U.S.C. 
§ 1635(f).”  In the seminal case of Beach v., Ocwen, 523 U.S. 410, the United State Supreme Court held: 
“the right of rescission is completely extinguished after three years from the date of the loan’s 
consummation.”  See also 15 U.S.C. § 1635(f).  Equitable tolling does not apply to an action for 
rescission under TILA. See Mays v. U.S. Bank National Association, 2010 WL 318537 (E.D. Cal.2010).

This then begs the question, when is a loan “consummated” under TILA.  According to the FDIC on this 
website, consummation means when a consumer becomes obligated on a loan.”  See also 12 C.F.R. § 
226.2(a)(13).

Under Regulation Z, which specifies a lender’s disclosure obligations, “consummation” of the loan occurs 
when the borrower is “contractually obligated.” 12 C.F.R, §226.2(a)(13). The point at which a 
“contractual obligation … is created” is a matter of state law. 12 C.F.R. pt. 226, Supp. 1 (Official Staff 
Interpretation), cmt. 2(a)(13). Under California law, a contract is formed when there are (1) parties 
capable of contracting, (2) mutual consent, (3) a lawful object, and (4) sufficient cause or consideration. 
 See California Civil Code Section 1550 and Grimes v. New Century Mortgage Corp., 340 F.3d 1007, 
1009 (9th Cir. 2003).

Under TILA, the Courts must look to state law in determining when a borrower becomes contractually 
obligated on a loan.  At the very least, before you can have a contract, there must be specifically identified 
parties to the contract (meaning an identified lender and an identified borrower) – “parties capable of 
contracting” as set forth above and sufficient consideration.

Now, in the god old days a borrower and a bank would contract to lend money.  The borrower would 
borrow the money and offer a security interest in its property, and the bank would lend money off its 
balance sheet and hold both the note and mortgage (deed of trust) in the event you failed to pay.  Those 
days are gone for a large number of “securitized loans” (loans that are bundled into pools and sold off on 
Wall Street).  Nowadays, you have a loan “originator” posing as a “lender” and the loan originator is not 
loaning you a dime (rather, someone else or some other entity is funding, lending, or table funding the 
loan).  In this scenario, the originating lender, purporting to contract to “lend” you money, is not actually 
lending you any money.  In reality, they are doing nothing more than earning a commission on the money 
SOMEONE ELSE IS LENDING YOU (i.e. some Wall Street investor in your loan pool who is funding 
the loan, who is NOT IDENTIFIED AT ANY STAGE OF THE LOAN PROCESS, and who expects a 
return on their investment).  These hidden investors are the true “lender” who is the source of funds for 
your loan.  Strange, but true.

So, when you contract with the “originator” of the loan (as opposed to the lender), has the true lender ever 
been identified?  No, they have not.  So shouldn’t the promissory note be between you and the real 
lender?  After all, the “lender” on the note and deed of trust never lent you any money, and this can be 
verified by looking at their balance sheet.  Do you have an enforceable contract to lend money under state 
law in this scenario?  That is an issue to litigate under TILA – in my opinion.  The originator is 
representing that they are lending you money,, when in fact they are not.  They are serving as an 
intermediary for someone else to lend you money.  Is there a meeting of the minds under this scenario?
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There are a few other cases I have come across in my research that indicate, that under this scenario 
(usually involving MERS securitized loans, and other hard money loans where undisclosed entities are 
table funding the loan), the LENDER MUST BE IDENTIFIED BEFORE THE THREE YEARS BEGINS 
TO RUN, WHICH MEANS, IF YOU DO NOT KNOW WHO THE REAL “LENDER” IS, OR THE 
TRUE “SOURCE OF FUNDS” FOR YOUR LOAN, THE THREE YEAR CLOCK TO EXERCISE 
YOUR RESCISSION RIGHTS MAY NOT BEGIN TO RUN.

(1) Ramsey v. Vista Mortgage Corp, 176 BR 183 (TILA RESCISSION IN BANKRUPTCY CHAPTER 
13 CASE).  In this case, the court laid down the test of when the three year right to rescind begins to run 
and specifically tackles the concept of when a loan is “consummated.”  Several internal citiations also 
help clarify this point.  Here is what the Ramsey Court said:

“When Ramsey signed the loan documents on September 13, 1989, he knew who was going to provide  
the financing. Courts recognize the date of signing a binding loan contract as the date of consummation  
when the lender is identifiable.”   The Court also cited to the Jackson v. Grant, 890 F.2d case (9th Circuit 
1989), a NON-BANKRUPTCY CASE, and said: “the Ninth Circuit held that under California law a 
loan contract was not consummated when the borrower signed the promissory note and deed of trust 
because the actual lender was not known at that time. Under these circumstances, the loan is not 
“consummated” until the actual lender is identified, because until that point there is no legally enforceable 
contract.”

ANALYSIS: It seems fair to say that the Courts are not willing to find a contractual obligation exists 
under State Law until a true and actual lender is identified. “Pretender lenders” – as Neil Garfield calls 
them – and intermediary “originators” who make false representations to the effect that they are “lending 
money” and are your “lender” should not be sufficient to set the three year TILA rescission clock in 
motion.  Until the real Wall Street entity, or Wall Street Investor, or true source of the table funded loan is 
identified, the loan should not be deemed “consummated” under TILA and the three year right to rescind 
should remain open until such disclosure is made.  That is TRUTH IN LENDING WHICH IS THE 
WHOLE POINT OF TILA IN THE FIRST PLACE.

THIS MEANS, IF YOU STILL DO NOT KNOW WHO YOUR LENDER IS AFTER DUE DILIGENCE 
(AND BELIEVE ME WE TRY WITH DEBT VALIDATION LETTERS, CHAIN OF TITLE 
REVIEWS, FANNIE AND FREDDIE LOAN LOOKUPS, QUALIFIED WRITTEN REQUESTS, 15 
US.C. 1641 LETTERS, UCC PRESENTMENT LETTERS, ETC.) AND IF THE ORIGINATING 
“LENDER” TRULY NEVER LENT YOU A SINGLE PENNY, PERHAPS THERE IS AN 
ARGUMENT TO BE MADE, USING THE LAW CITED ABOVE, THAT THE THREE YEARS HAS 
NOT YET BEGUN TO RUN.  NOW, THIS IS A NOVEL THEORY OF LAW THAT I HAVE NOT 
SEEN ANYONE PUT FORTH AS OF YET.  BUT REVIEWING THE CASE LAW, IT SEEMS TO 
OFFER SOME HOPE TO 4,5 OR EVEN 10 YEAR OLD LOANS.  OF COURSE, YOU SHOULD 
CONSULT WITH FORECLOSURE AND TILA LAWYER BEFORE PROCEEDING ON SUCH A 
THEORY, BUT WHERE THE BANKS ARE ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN THE “HIDE THE 
EIGHTBALL” GAME WHERE THEY DO NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW WHO OWNS YOUR 
LOAN, AND THEY NORMALLY CANNOT EVEN LEGALLY PROVE WHO OWNS YOUR LOAN, 
IF YOU HAVE NO OTHER OPTIONS THIS MAY BE A THEORY TO BRING TO THE ATTENTION 
OF YOUR FORECLOSURE, BANKRUPTCY OR LITIGATION COUNSEL.  THE FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS USE EVERY LAW IN THE BOOKS TO TAKE YOUR HOME, THIS MAY BE A 
POTENTIAL ARGUMENT TO FIGHT BACK.

We have talked about the consequences of TILA rescission in many other posts.  Google “Vondran TILA 
lawyer” (or got http://www.RescindMyLoan.net or http://www.ForeclosureDefenseResourceCenter.com) 
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and you will see more articles.  AS WITH EVERYTHING ELSE IN FORECLOSURE DEFENSE, DO 
NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE BEFORE SEEKING A FORECLOSURE LAWYER.  IF 
YOU GET A NOTICE OF DEFAULT OR NOTICE OF SALE, DO NOT WAIT, CONTACT A 
FORECLOSURE AND BANKRUPTCY, TILA LAWYER TO PUT TOGETHER A SOUND 
LITIGATION PLAN.

PLEASE NOTE, EVEN IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING FILING BANKRUPTCY, YOU CAN 
RESCIND YOUR LOAN IN AN ADVERSARY PROCEEDING IN BANKRUPTCY COURT AND 
THIS CAN HAVE POTENTIALLY DRAMATIC IMPLICATIONS AS ONCE YOU RESCIND 
YOUR LOAN UNDER TILA, THE SECURITY INSTRUMENT IS VOID AS A MATTER OF 
LAW, AND THE LOAN IS ESSENTIALLY AN UNSECURED DEBT.  THESE ARE THINGS 
YOU WILL OFTEN FIND GO UNNOTICED AND UNCHALLENGED TO THE DEBTORS 
DETRIMENT.

Your  Lender

Address 

Attention Customer Service: 

Loan  Number:  Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  #

Consumer  Name:Â Â  Â Â Â Â  Your  Name  Â Â  Â Â Â  

Your Property Address (Street, City, State, Zip Code) 

This is a "qualified written request" under the Federal Servicer Act, which is a part of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, 12 

U.S.C. 2605(e). This request is made by me, as the above-named borrower(s), based on a dispute that has arisen with regard to my 

loan account. 

I am writing to you to complain about the accounting and servicing of this mortgage and my need for understanding and clarification 

of various sale, transfer, funding source, legal and beneficial ownership, charges, credits, debits, transactions, reversals, actions, 

payments, analyses and records related to the servicing of this account from its origination to the present date.

To date, the documents and information I have, from origination and those that you have sent me, and the conversations with your 

service representatives have been unproductive and have not answered my questions. Needless to say, I am very concerned. With all 

the news lately regarding the stories of predatory lending and servicing, you have left me feeling that there is something you are 

trying to hide. I worry that potential fraudulent and deceptive practices by unscrupulous mortgage brokers; sales and transfers of 

mortgage  servicing  rights;  deceptive  and  fraudulent  servicing  practices  to  enhance  balance  sheets;  deceptive,  abusive  and 

fraudulent accounting tricks and practices may have also negatively affected any credit rating, mortgage account and/or the debt or 

payments that I am currently, or may be legally obligated to. 
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In order to ensure that I am not a victim of such predatory practices I need to conduct an examination and audit of this loan. I need 

to have full  and immediate disclosure including copies of all pertinent information regarding this loan. I also request that you 

conduct your own investigation and audit of this account since its inception to validate the debt you currently claim I owe. 

Specifically, I am writing to request copies of all documents pertaining to the origination of the mortgage including:

Settlement Statement HUD-1 Appraisal Loan Application

All Right to Cancel Forms All Good Faith Estimates Commitment Letter

FHA Mortgage Insurance Certificate FEMA Flood Notification Hazard/Flood Policy

ARM Program Disclosure CHARM Booklet Title Commitment

First Payment Letter Adverse Notice Purchase Agreement

Buy-Down Agreement Mortgage Broker Agreement Privacy Policy

Credit Documents All State-Specific Disclosures Closing Instructions

Lock-In Agreement Section 32 Disclosures Note

Mortgage/Deed of Trust All Truth-In-Lending Disclosure Statements

HELOC Agreement & Disclosures Private Mortgage Insurance Certificate

Asset Verification Documentation Income Verification Documentation

Gift Fund Letters and Verification Itemization of Amount Financed

Special Information Booklet on Closing Costs Controlled Business Arrangement Disclosure

A copy of the loan history including all payments made, all fees incurred, what has beenÂ Â  paid out of the escrow account, 

and how all payments were applied. This information should cover the entire life of the loan.

Additionally, this letter shall serve as my written request under TILA 15 USC 1641(f)(2), which mandates that you, as the 

servicer, provide me the identity of the true note holder, including their name, address and telephone number of the owner of 

this obligation. 

The reason for obtaining this information is to assure that the terms and conditions are reasonable and affordable throughout the 

term of the loan and that I was not a victim of predatory lending and/or servicing practices.

You should be advised that you must acknowledge receipt of this qualified written request within 20 business days, pursuant to 12 

U.S.C. Section 2605(e)(1)(A) and Reg. X, Section 3500.21(e)(1). 

Thank you in advance for taking the time to acknowledge and answer this request as required by the Real Estate Settlement and 

Procedures Act (section 2605(e)).

Sincerely,

Your  Name

(Signature)
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ANOTHER Version

DATE

Via Certified MAIL
Insert Lender Information Below:
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Attention Customer Service: 

Loan Number:    
Consumer Name:         
Property address:    
City:    
State:    
Zip:       

This is a "qualified written request" under the Federal Servicer Act, which is a part of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures 
Act, 12 U.S.C. 2605(e). This request is made by me, as the above-named borrower(s), based on a dispute that has arisen with 
regard to my loan account.

I am writing to you to complain about the accounting and servicing of this mortgage and my need for understanding and 
clarification of various sale,  transfer,  funding source,  legal  and beneficial  ownership,  charges,  credits,  debits, transactions, 
reversals, actions, payments, analyses and records related to the servicing of this account from its origination to the present 
date.

To date, the documents and information I have, from origination and those that you have sent me, and the conversations with 
your  service  representatives  have  been  unproductive  and  have  not  answered  my  questions.  Needless  to  say,  I  am very 
concerned. With all the news lately regarding the stories of predatory lending and servicing, you have left me feeling that there 
is  something you are  trying to  hide.  I  worry  that  potential  fraudulent  and  deceptive  practices  by unscrupulous  mortgage 
brokers;  sales and transfers  of  mortgage servicing rights;  deceptive  and fraudulent  servicing practices  to enhance balance 
sheets; deceptive, abusive and fraudulent accounting tricks and practices may have also negatively affected any credit rating, 
mortgage account and/or the debt or payments that I am currently, or may be legally obligated to.

In order to ensure that I am not a victim of such predatory practices I need to conduct an examination and audit of this loan. I  
need to have full and immediate disclosure including copies of all pertinent information regarding this loan. I also request that 
you conduct your own investigation and audit of this account since its inception to validate the debt you currently claim I owe. 

Specifically, I am writing to request:
Copies of all documents pertaining to the origination of the mortgage including:

•Settlement Statement HUD-1 •Appraisal •Loan Application

•All Right to Cancel Forms •All Good Faith Estimates •Commitment Letter

FHA Mortgage Insurance Certificate •FEMA Flood Notification•Hazard/Flood Policy
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•ARM Program Disclosure •CHARM Booklet •Title Commitment

•First Payment Letter •Adverse Notice •Purchase Agreement
•Buydown Agreement •Mortgage Broker Agreement •Privacy Policy

•Credit Documents •All State Specific Disclosures •Closing Instructions

•Lock In agreement •Section 32 Disclosures •Note

•Mortgage/Deed of Trust •All Truth In Lending Disclosure Statements

 •HELOC Agreement & Disclosures •Private Mortgage Insurance Certificate

•Asset Verification Documentation •Income Verification Documentation

•Gift Fund letters and verification •Itemization of Amount Financed

•Special Information Booklet on Closing Costs •Controlled Business Arrangement Disclosure

•A copy of the loan history including all payments made, all fees incurred, what has been   paid out of the escrow account, 
and how all payments were applied. This information should cover the entire life of the loan.

Additionally, this letter shall serve as my written request under TILA 15 USC 1641(f)(2), which mandates that you, as the 
servicer, provide me the identity of the true note holder, including their name, address and telephone number of the owner of 
this obligation. 

The reason for obtaining this information is to assure that the terms and conditions are reasonable and affordable throughout 
the term of the loan and that I was not a victim of predatory lending and/or servicing practices.

You should be advised that you must acknowledge receipt of this qualified written request within 20 business days, pursuant to 
12 U.S.C. Section 2605(e)(1)(A) and Reg. X, Section 3500.21(e)(1).

Thank you in advance for taking the time to acknowledge and answer this request as required by the Real Estate Settlement and 
Procedures Act (section 2605(e)).

Sincerely,

Public Law 111-22 sec 404 (May 20, 2009)

SEC. 404. NOTIFICATION OF SALE OR TRANSFER OF MORTGAGE LOANS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 131 of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1641) is amended by adding at the 
end the following:
‘‘(g) NOTICE OF NEW CREDITOR.—

‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to other disclosures required by this title, not later than 30 days after 
the date on which

a mortgage loan is sold or otherwise transferred or assigned to a third party, the creditor that 
is the new owner or assignee of the debt shall notify the borrower in writing of such transfer, 
including—

‘‘(A) the identity, address, telephone number of the new creditor;
‘‘(B) the date of transfer;
‘‘(C) how to reach an agent or party having authority to act on behalf of the new creditor;
‘‘(D) the location of the place where transfer of ownership of the debt is recorded; and
‘‘(E) any other relevant information regarding the new creditor.

‘‘(2) DEFINITION.—As used in this subsection, the term ‘mortgage loan’ means any consumer credit 
transaction that

is secured by the principal dwelling of a consumer.’’.
(b) PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION.—Section 130(a) of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1640(a)) is amended 
by i
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Truth in Lending or Truth in Ownership of Residential Mortgage Notes 
posted by O. Max Gardner III

During my last two Bankruptcy Boot Camps, one of the topics we have discussed has been the recent 
amendments to the Truth in Lending Act, brought about by Section 404 of Public Law 111-22. 
Specifically, our interest has been focused on the new statutory requirement that a consumer-borrower 
must be sent a written notice within 30 days of any sale or assignment of a mortgage loan secured by his 
or her principal residence. Violations of this Section provide for statutory damages of up to $4,000 and 
reasonable legal fees. The amendments also clearly provide that the new notice rules are enforceable by a 
private right of action. 15 USC 1641. 

This amendment raises several issues. In a securitization context, it is challenging to figure out what the 
statute might require. First, if the note is sold from the originator to the sponsor for a securitized trust and 
then from the sponsor to the depositor and then from the depositor to the Trustee for the Trust how many 
notices must be given to the consumer? Since each transaction is alleged to be a "true sale," it would 
appear that 3 notices would have to be given. Second, what if the mortgage or deed of trust is also 
"assigned" from the originator to the sponsor and then to the depositor and finally to the Trustee for the 
Trust? How many notices are required in this situation? Again, 3 would appear to be the correct number. 
Third, can the notices be combined into a single document? Fourth, can a notice of the assignment of the 
mortgage or deed of trust be combined with a notice of the negotiation and transfer of the mortgage 
note? Fifth, what notice, if any, must be given to the consumer if the Trustee simply "transfers the note" to 
the mortgage servicer in an effort to create "standing" to enforce the note?  Is this transfer one covered by 
the statute? It could certainly be characterized as a "temporary" assignment of possession of the note.  
Sixth, what is the real difference between a "sale or assignment." We know that mortgage notes are sold 
by negotiation under Article 3 of the UCC and the mortgages or deeds of trust are assigned. Was the 
statute drafted to deal with both instruments?

The amendments also for the very first time create a private right of action for violations of Section 131(f) 
of TILA (15 USC 1641(f)), which provides as follows: "Upon written request by the obligor, the servicer 
shall provide the obligor, to the best knowledge of the servicer, with the name, address and telephone 
number of the owner of the obligation or the master servicer of the obligation." The statute does not 
provide a time period for compliance. And, it is not clear to me if the consumer has the power under the 
statute to require the response to list the Owner instead of the Master Servicer.

What is clear is that these amendments give consumers and their attorneys two new powerful tools to use 
in connection with the issue of "who owns and holds" my mortgage. Truth in lending may indeed now 
include Truth in Ownership with some serious financial penalties for non-compliance.
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Foreclosure Defense: Rescission Letter, Demand     Letter  

Posted on May 29, 2008 by Neil Garfield 

events-coming-up-for-garfield-continuum-and-garfield-handbooks

New comment on your post #214 “Glossary: Mortgage Meltdown and Foreclosure”

Comment: A question on TILA and Non-judicial Foreclosure for anyone who knows the answer; Does a 
rescission letter that is timely and certifiably mailed to all appropriate parties (lender, assignee, servicer, 
trustee) prevent/nullify a pending non-judicial foreclosure sale? Would appreciate any information that 
may help find that answer.

bootcamp-04_08_newsletter

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Complicated answer: technically speaking the purchase money first mortgage is exempted from TILA 
rescission but is still available under little FTC and common law fraud. This exemption was carved out 
after exhaustive lobbying by lenders.

The actual answer to your question is MAYBE. It depends upon the auctioneer’s assessment, but if you 
let everyone know at the auction that they are buying into a lawsuit our experience shows that generally 
speaking nobody bids — not even the lender.

Now if you accompany your letetr with the TILA audit and an attorney’s demand letter, you are in a 
stronger position.

The TILA/Mortgage audit is the key and most people don’t know how to do it even though they are 
advertising otherwise on fancy websites etc. We have two on our site that we are currently referring to 
and we are looking for others that are actually competent and not fly by night take your money and run 
places.

And if you are willing to file suit against the lender, there are a number of ways to prevent the sale and 
turn the tables on the lender. There are even strategies that are outlined in this blog that show how in 
certain cases the borrower walked away with the house free and clear of the mortgage and note.

Here is some verbiage that has been used, but frankly without an attorney to deal with the lender, your 
position is not going to be taken as seriously as it would with a competent attorney who understands the 
complex issues:

Dear Sir or Madam: Please accept this letter on behalf of the above-named property owner and borrower. 
While this letter is written in part for purposes of settlement and compromise it is already a demand letter 
which can and will be used as necessary. It is therefore not a confidential communication protected under 
the rules of settlement disclosures and correspondence.
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You have previously been presented with proper notices of deceptive lending practices in the closing on 
the above-referenced loans. Said notices were accompanied by Proposed Resolutions under the Federal 
Truth in Lending Act and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act.

Notwithstanding the above, your agents have threatened foreclosure, sale and eviction of the 
homeowner/borrower, despite the facts that the borrower is not in default, the lender and trustee are 
ignorant of any facts to state affirmatively that the borrower is or is not in default, the lender is in default 
of its obligations under applicable Federal and State laws, the lender at the closing the servicing agent are 
not the real parties in interest (i.e., they lack standing to proceed to judicial or non-judicial sale), the 
trustee and lender lack authority to proceed but have intentionally and fraudulently filed papers and 
posted notices as though the authority was present.

WE HEREWITH DEMAND THE NAMES AND CONTACT INFORMATION ALONG WITH A 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SECURITY SOLD, THE ASSIGNMENT MADE, AGREEMENTS SIGNED, 
BETWEEN ALL OF THE MORTGAGE BROKERS, REAL ESTATE BROKERS, DEVELOPERS, 
APPRAISERS, MORTGAGE AGGREGATORS, INVESTMENT BANKERS, RETAIL OR OTHER 
SELLER OF SECURITIES AND THE INVESTORS WHO PURCHASED THE SECURITIES.

Based upon information received from the experts in this case and based upon our own factual and legal 
investigation there appear to be claims in addition to the claims stated in prior correspondence, which 
claims based upon the following summary, are in most cases not exclusive and therefore the demands 
stated in this letter and prior correspondence you have received, which is incorporated herein as 
specifically as if set forth at length hereat, should all be considered cumulative.

Usury: As a result of the artificially inflated “fair market values” utilized by LENDER et al, its agents, 
servants and/or employees, to induce the borrower to sign the mortgage documents and purchase the 
property, the effective yield now vastly exceeds the legal lending limit in the State of Florida, if the 
borrower pays in accordance with the mortgage and note indentures. A quick review of the usury law in 
Florida will reveal that while it has been relaxed somewhat to accommodate predatory lending through 
credit cards and payday loans, it remains somewhat stringent in connection with other loans and allows 
the borrower to to cancel the loan and collect damages. Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event we 
do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus three 
times the value of the note in damages, plus attorney fees and costs of 10% of the value of the of the claim 
which is the principal of the note plus three times the principal of the note.

Security Violation: The subject mortgage was part of a purchase transaction in which the property was 
sold with promises and assurances that the value would go up, the rental value would assure a return on 
investment, and that the investor need not perform any work, since the maintenance and other factors 
would be done by third parties — the Condominium Association, the real estate broker, the management 
office etc. This constitutes, despite the appearance of other “uses” the sale of a security under the 
Securities Act of 1933 and other applicable Federal and state Securities laws. The sale of this security was 
improper, lacking disclosure, rights to rescind under the securities laws, and lacking in disclosure as to the 
true nature of the transaction and the true position of the parties, including but not limited to the fact that 
the “lender” was in actuality acting as a conduit, removing the essential aspect of risk-sharing in the 
normal lender-borrower relationship, that the risk of loss was not only real but unavoidable because of the 
artificially inflated values, and that the Buyer should consider the purchase to be a high-risk investment 
with the possibility of total loss. Since the sale of THIS security was part of larger plan to sell securities to 
“qualified” investors using false ratings and false assurances of insurance, together with a promised rate 
of return in excess of the revenue produced by the underlying efforts, the sale of THIS security was part 
of larger Ponzi scheme wherein securities were sold at both ends of the spectrum of the supplier of capital 
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(the investor) and the consumer of the capital (the borrower and the seller of the property). Since 
compensation arising from the transaction with this borrower was not disclosed to the borrower, the 
transaction lacked proper disclosure and is subject to rescission, compensatory and punitive damages. 
Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event we do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for 
full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus three times the value of the note in damages, plus attorney 
fees of 10% of the value of the of the claim which is the principal of the note plus three times the principal 
of the note.

Common Law Fraud in the Inducement and Fraud in the execution of the closing documents including but 
not limited to the settlement statement, the mortgage and note. Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely 
event we do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for full satisfaction of the mortgage and note 
plus three times the value of the note in damages, plus punitive and/or exemplary damages plus attorney 
fees of 10% of the value of the of the claim which is the principal of the note plus three times the principal 
of the note.

Little FTC Act (Florida): while the transaction clearly involves interstate commerce, Florida law provides 
for much the same remedies as described above for unfair and deceptive lending or business practices. 
Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event we do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for 
full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus three times the value of the note in damages, plus punitive 
and/or exemplary damages plus attorney fees of 10% of the value of the of the claim which is the 
principal of the note plus three times the principal of the note.

TILA claims have been summarized in prior correspondence. Because the transaction is not a pure first 
mortgage residential transaction, the TILA exception for rescission does not apply and we therefore 
demand rescission in addition to the above-stated claims. Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event 
we do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus 
three times the value of the note in damages, plus punitive and/or exemplary damages plus attorney fees 
of 10% of the value of the of the claim which is the principal of the note plus three times the principal of 
the note.

RESPA: You have failed to properly respond to the claims under the act are are currently in violation. 
Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event we do not settle this case, demand is herewith made for 
full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus three times the value of the note in damages, plus punitive 
and/or exemplary damages plus attorney fees of 10% of the value of the of the claim which is the 
principal of the note plus three times the principal of the note.

RICO: As stated above there were multiple parties in multiple states in a scheme spanning virtually all 
continents in which false, misleading and non-conforming statements were made to investors and 
borrowers alike, wherein LENDER et al acted in concert with other ”lenders” and investment bankers to 
artificially create the appearance of higher market values for property and the false appearance of trends 
that did not in actuality exist, but for the “free money” (secured under false pretenses) pumped into a 
financial system and real estate market consisting of false and deceptive high pressure sales tactics whose 
objectives were to get the borrower’s signature without regard for the consequences to either the borrower 
or the investor. Hence, just for the record, in the unlikely event we do not settle this case, demand is 
herewith made for full satisfaction of the mortgage and note plus three times the value of the note in 
damages, plus punitive and/or exemplary damages plus attorney fees of 10% of the value of the of the 
claim which is the principal of the note plus three times the principal of the note.

Under Federal Law, you are a provider of financial services and/or products to a borrower whom you or 
your agents, predecessors, or successors intentionally deceived at the closing of the loan, conspired to 
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misrepresent the proper appraised value of the property, and have now ignored your basic responsibilities 
of presenting a response to the notices and correspondence already on file with you and regulatory 
agencies, who have been informed of your illegal and improper conduct.

Notwithstanding the above, the borrowers are now faced with the apparent prospect of losing their house, 
their credit rating, and have been required to seek the services of legal counsel to forestall the loss, for 
which services demand is herewith made under the terms of the mortgage and all applicable Federal 
(TILA, RESPA, RICO) and State Law..

YOUR CONDUCT, IF YOU PROCEED, CONSTITUTES CRIMINAL THEFT AND CIVIL THEFT OF 
THE REAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO THE MORTGAGE, NOTE AND PROCEEDINGS YOU HAVE 
POSTED AND FILED. Accordingly your position, in the absence of any authority to do so under law is 
invalid and illegal. ON BEHALF OF THE BORROWER/HOMEOWNER DEMAND IS HEREWITH 
MADE THAT ALL EFFORTS AT SALE, EVICTION OR FORECLOSURE BE STOPPED 
IMMEDIATELY AS THE PROPERTY IS SCHEDULED FOR EVICTION/SALE WITHIN A FEW 
DAYS.

Any further attempts at collection will result in further action taken on behalf of the borrowers for all 
remedies available in law and equity in both administrative proceedings, and judicial forums possessing 
competent jurisdiction, which will seek damages for unfair trade trade practices, treble damages under 
applicable law for RICO, FTC and little FTC violations, consequential damages and refunds, attorney 
fees, court costs, and all other available remedies in law or equity.

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY

Thursday, January 27, 2011

Homeowners' Motto for 2011: MODIFY, BUT ALSO NULLIFY! 
Following the old adage of "Trust, But Verify" I propose a new slogan for homeowners in 2011 in response to the foreclosure 
crisis: Modify, But Also Nullify."

While attempting to modify your loans with banks that either don't own such loans or have no incentive to give you a fare deal, 
don't get your hopes up too high.  Instead, nullify your mortgages (deeds of trust) so that they don't encumber your property. 
 Make your bank (servicer, etc.) a NOBODY with respect to your loan before they ever have a chance to wake up and smell the 
roses.  Then settle with the bank on your terms with respect to the remaining unsecured note!  They didn't ask for your opinion 
when they developed the tricks to blow up the bubble and severely distort the real estate market.

The financial crisis (depression) and the housing crisis are here for a reason. The entity claiming to be your current "lender" is 
usually just a disguised distress debt buyer or its agent, but claiming nonetheless to have the right not only to collect the debt, 
but also to so by way of foreclosure.  The problem is that it's one thing to buy a debt, but it's quite another to buy the preserved 
security that backs up that debt and provides an extra avenue of collection (levy on the property pledged as collateral). 

The U.S. Supreme Court held in 1883 that where a deed of trust is released (whether with or without authority), the parties 
claiming to be secured by such deed of trust later had no remedy, because their interest was not recorded and thus there was 
no notice to the public of such claimed interest.

The majority rule appears to be that the holder of a note secured by a recorded deed of trust ("DOT") that is released may later 
prevail over some member of the public only if the DOT was (1) fraudulently released and (2) without the participation or 
enabling of the original beneficiary of the DOT.  By contrast, if the DOT was released without fraud (e.g., by court order) and 
was at least in some way enabled (participation) by the original beneficiary (e.g., MERS and its members attempting to save on 
taxes), such claimed "holders" cannot subsequently prevail over the release of the DOT. Read between the lines: you get your 
property free and clear.
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The minority rule (which Virginia follows!) is ever harsher toward the banksters, as it is more bright-line and appears to be that 
an innocent member of the public prevails over the holder of a released DOT even where the DOT has been released without 
authority.

Nullifying deeds of trusts and mortgages boils down to application of the above principles in each particular case.  As always, it's 
all about the details, e.g., the extent of actual and/or constructive (i.e., imputed) notice that each party is deemed to have and to 
be entitled to, etc.  But the path to fight the crisis and to transfer the wealth back to the middle class, as well as to correct the 
distortion of the real estate market, is clear: MODIFY, BUT ALSO NULLIFY. 

Posted by Attorney Gregory Bryl at 3:44 PM 
Email This BlogThis! Share to Twitter Share to Facebook Share to Google Buzz 

BB&T PRIVATE LABEL     SECURITIZATIONS  

Posted on January 27, 2011 by Neil Garfield 

ONE ON ONE WITH NEIL GARFIELD
COMBO ANALYSIS TITLE AND 
SECURITIZATION

BB&T is knee deep in securitizations but it appears that nearly all of them were “private label” meaning 
they were not registered directly with the SEC. Hence our normal search engines are unable to find the 
actual securitization documents. A sweep of foreclosures in your area might reveal the underwriter 
(BB&T may have been the underwriter itself) or the Pooling and Servicing Agreement. We are continuing 
the research. Anybody with additional information please write in. 

Based upon an examination of the 10k (Annual Report) of BB&T the odds are 6:1 that their involvement 
in a loan was the subject of securitization documents and the receivables from the loan were split up 
accordingly. This does not mean that in fact the loan was actually securitized — it just means that there 
are documents describing an “asset-backed” pool that claims to have the note and mortgage and claims an 
interest in the loan obligation. Based upon previous experience with thousands of such situations, it is 
unlikely that the the loan was ever actually transferred, delivered or indorsed or assigned within the 90-
day limit imposed by the REMIC statute which is normally repeated in the Pooling and Servicing 
Agreement. 

Thus the legal consequence could be (check with attorney) that the original lender of record could be 
wiped off the record with a quiet title action since they have no interest in the loan and would not  
contest that fact. Even if the declaration from the court was limited to the originator, it would give you 
an opportunity to show that that the note was made payable to a party who was not the lender and that  
the lender referenced in the mortgage was also incorrect. Thus the written instruments describe a 
transaction that never existed. The transaction that actually occurred was a loan to you by unidentified  
parties and is undocumented and therefore unsecured.
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J CURLEY AZ BKR CT: “No Docs To Show Ownership Of Loan 
Or     Standing”  

Posted on January 28, 2011 by Neil Garfield 

ONE ON ONE WITH NEIL GARFIELD

COMBO ANALYSIS TITLE AND SECURITIZATION

EDITOR’S COMMENT: Judge Curley has been wrestling with these issues for more than 2 years. 
She has heard every argument, seen every memorandum, Expert Declaration (mine) and 
considered everything else possible. She was led to the inescapable conclusion that BOA’s position 
was a farce. She denied the Motion to Lift Stay, which effectively puts into question whether BAC 
or BOA is a creditor at all. In this well-reasoned and extremely well-written opinion, she outlines 
her analysis and reasoning. IN plain language, we are a nation of laws and civil procedure and not a 
nation of men and power. Not even the largest Bank on Earth can escape the requirements of our 
laws.

Arizona Bankruptcy Court Denies BAC “No Docs To Show 
Ownership Of Loan Or Standing” In re: ZITTA

In re MIKE ZITTA AND IRENA ZITTA, Debtors.
BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP FKA COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP, its assignees and/or successors in interest, Movant,
v.
MIKE ZITTA AND IRENA ZITTA, Respondents.

No. 09-bk-19154-SSC

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA
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DATED: January 21, 2011.

Not for Publication-Electronic Docketing ONLY

AMENDED1 MEMORANDUM DECISION

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This Court recently received a Notice of Appeal filed by BAC Home Loans Servicing, L.P., f/k/a 
Countrywide Home Loans Servicing, L.P.(“BAC”) on December 23, 2010. The Notice of Appeal 
concerns the Court’s denial of a Motion for Reconsideration filed by BAC relating to its Motion for Relief 
from Stay in the Chapter 11 bankruptcy case of Mike and Irena Zitta (“Debtors”). Because BAC may 
have prematurely filed its Notice of Appeal, and because this Court had anticipated an opportunity to 
execute some sort of Order, with an appended memorandum decision on the issues presented, this Court 
will amplify its reasoning in denying the Motion for Reconsideration and clarify the record so that the 
Motion for Reconsideration may be heard on appeal.

BAC filed its Motion for Relief from Stay on August 30, 2010.2 Copies of the interest-only promissory 
note (“Note”), along with an allonge (“Allonge”), the recorded deed of trust (“Deed of Trust”), and the 
Broker’s price opinion were attached to the Motion.3 BAC also filed a declaration in support of the 
Motion.4 However, no assignment of the Deed of Trust from any entity to BAC was included. The 
Debtors filed a response/objection to the relief requested.5 The Court denied BAC’s Motion by Minute 
Entry Order issued on October 20, 2010 (the “Minute Entry Order”), because BAC had failed to provide a 
copy of an assignment of the Deed of Trust with its Motion.6 The October 20 Minute Entry Order was not 
executed by this Court.

On October 29, 2010, BAC filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Minute Entry Order, asserting 
that under Arizona law, an assignment of the Deed of Trust was not necessary to establish standing 
to move for relief from the automatic stay.7 The Court heard the Motion for Reconsideration on 
December 15, 2010, and denied the requested relief. BAC never submitted a form of order denying 
the Motion for Reconsideration, and although a minute entry order was generated that same day 
outlining briefly the Court’s denial of the Motion, the minute entry order was never executed by 
this Court.8 Rather than wait for an appropriate form of order to be entered, BAC chose to file a 
Notice of Appeal on December 23, 2010.

In this Memorandum Decision, the Court has set forth its findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant 
to Rule 7052 of the Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. The issues addressed herein constitute a core 
proceeding over which this Court has jurisdiction. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(b) and 157(b) (West 2010).

II. FACTUAL DISCUSSION
In the Motion for Relief from Stay filed on August 30, 2010, BAC asserted that it was the “holder in 
due course” and that it was the “payee and a holder in due course under that certain Promissory 
Note dated March 20, 2007.”9 The Note attached to the Motion for Relief from Stay stated that 
GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., had provided the financing to the Debtors so that the Debtors 
could acquire the real property located at 5100 East Blue Jay Lane, Flagstaff, Arizona 
(“Property”).10 The Note further stated that anyone taking the Note “by transfer and who [was] 
entitled to receive payments under [the] Note [was] called the “Note Holder.”11 The Allonge, dated 
March 20, 2007, stated as follows: “Pay to the Order of BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP f/k/a 
Countrywide Home Loan Servicing, LP without recourse.”12 GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. 
had executed the Allonge, although the signature is difficult to discern.13 The Deed of Trust 
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attached to the Motion for Relief from Stay stated that GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. was the 
lender and that MERS was the nominee for the lender. Specifically, the Deed of Trust stated:

(E) “MERS” is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. MERS is a separate corporation 
that is acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender’s successors and assigns. MERS is the 
beneficiary under this Security Instrument.14

The Deed of Trust stated that the Debtors acknowledged or executed the document on March 21, 2007, 
although the Allonge and the Note had an execution date of March 20, 2007. Finally, the Declaration 
submitted in support of the Motion for Relief from Stay stated that “[it] is in the regular course and scope 
and business for BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing LP to 
prepare and maintain books and records relating to the status of the servicing of Movant’s Deed of 
Trust.”15 The Declaration also stated that “Movant is the payee under that certain Promissory Note dated 
March 20, 2007…. Further, Movant is the present holder and owner of that certain First Deed of Trust of 
same date…. securing said Note against Debtors’ property….”16 Thus, BAC’s Declaration creates an 
ambiguity as to whether BAC is the servicer of the loan or whether it is the Note Holder who is entitled to 
payments under the Debtors’ Note obligation. The documentation presented by BAC also includes a 
security agreement, granting BAC a security interest in the Note.17

A review of the Motion for Relief from Stay reflects the myriad problems that this 
and other Courts are facing in attempting to handle the tremendous volume 
of such motions that are filed in the numerous bankruptcy cases that are 
pending across the country. First, the Motion that was filed in this case 
appears to be a form that may have been imperfectly tailored to the facts of 
this case. For instance, the Motion for Relief from Stay alleges that 
GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. “was the original lender on the subject 
Note and Deed of Trust. Thereafter, GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. 
assigned all of its rights, title and interest in and to said [N]ote and Deed of 
Trust to BAC Home Loans Servicing, L.P., f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans 
Servicing, L.P. by way of an Allonge….”18 However, as noted previously, the 
Declaration seems to indicate that BAC was acting as a servicer. If BAC was 
simply the servicer, then for whom was BAC receiving payments under the 
Note? If BAC was holding the Note as the servicer, for whom was it acting? 
If BAC was the Note Holder, as defined in the Note, then why does the 
Declaration state that BAC operates as a servicer? Another way to state the 
problem is that the Motion for Relief from the Stay and the Declaration seem 
to reflect imperfectly the transfer of the various interests in the Note and 
Deed of Trust. Given the posture of the record presented to the Court, and 
the lack of clarity, the Court denied the Motion for Relief from Stay by Minute 
Entry Order on October 20, 2010. Rather than clarify the record by filing the 
appropriate assignment, a further declaration or affidavit, or some other 
documentation, BAC filed its Motion for Reconsideration. BAC chose to 
provide no further information to the Court from a factual standpoint.

III. LEGAL DISCUSSION
The Motion for Reconsideration
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As outlined above, part of the problem with the issues to be decided is the context in which the matters 
have been presented to the Court. When a motion for relief from stay is filed, the Bankruptcy Code, the 
Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, and the Local Rules of this Court are immediately applicable or 
implicated.

11 U.S.C. §362 (d) states that the bankruptcy court may, for instance, terminate, modify, or condition the 
automatic stay (1) “for cause, including the lack of adequate protection of an interest in property of such 
party in interest,” or (2) “with respect to a stay of an act against
property under subsection (a) of this section if-(A) the debtor does not have an equity interest in such 
property; and (B) such property is not necessary to an effective reorganization.”19 Section 362(g) states 
that the party requesting relief from the automatic stay has the burden of proof of whether the debtor has 
any equity in the property at issue.20 The Local Rules of the Arizona Bankruptcy Court further require 
that a party filing a motion for relief from the automatic stay be able to provide some support for the relief 
requested. For instance, if the party is stating that it is a secured creditor requesting relief from the 
automatic stay to pursue a trustee’s sale under Arizona law, the secured creditor should be able to provide 
support in the motion that it has a perfected security interest in property of the estate in which the debtor 
or debtor in possession also has an interest.21

In reviewing the sufficiency of any motion for relief from the automatic stay, the court must also consider 
under what provision of the Bankruptcy Code the debtor has filed. For instance, if the individual debtor 
has filed a chapter 7 petition, a trustee in bankruptcy is appointed that must collect and liquidate property 
of the estate, that has not been claimed exempt by the debtor, for distribution to the debtor’s creditors, 
according to the priorities set forth in the Bankruptcy Code.22 The trustee in bankruptcy may increase the 
amount of property of the estate available for distribution to creditors by exercising certain avoidance 
powers enumerated, inter alia, in Bankruptcy Code Sections 544, 547, and 548.23 An individual debtor 
may acquire the same duties and responsibilities of a trustee in bankruptcy by filing a chapter 11 petition, 
seeking to reorganize or to file a plan of liquidation.24 Because the debtor in possession is vested with the 
same powers of the trustee, the debtor in possession may pursue avoidance actions as well.25 In this case, 
the individual Debtors filed a chapter 11 petition seeking to reorganize, and no bankruptcy trustee has yet 
been appointed in this case. As a result, the Debtors exercise the rights of a bankruptcy trustee concerning 
the ability to avoid certain transfers or transactions.

Because of the avoidance powers of the bankruptcy trustee or the debtor in possession, this Court 
requires that if a party seeking relief from the automatic stay asserts a perfected security interest in 
any property of the estate, that moving party must be able to present at least a prima faciecase that 
it has such a perfected security interest under applicable law.26 The fact that the transaction is not 
avoidable between the parties to the underlying loan transaction is not dispositive of whether the 
transaction may be avoided by third parties that are, for instance, bona fidepurchasers.27

Turning to the standards of a motion for reconsideration, the moving party must show a manifest error of 
fact, a manifest error of law, or newly discovered evidence. School Dist. No. 1J Multnomah County, OR 
v. ACandS, Inc., 5 F.3d 1255, 1263 (9th Cir. 1993); In re Gurr, 194 B.R. 474 (Bankr. D. Ariz. 1996). A 
motion for reconsideration is not specifically contemplated by the Federal Rules. To the extent it is 
considered by the Court, it is under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(e) to alter or amend an order or judgment. In re 
Curry and Sorensen, Inc., 57 B.R. 824, 827 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1986). Because BAC presented no new 
evidence to this Court and has not outlined any manifest error of fact, the sole basis for the BAC Motion 
for Reconsideration must be a manifest error of law by this Court. BAC has outlined several bases for 
what it believes is this Court’s manifest error of law.
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(A) Is the Movant the Real Party in Interest?

A colleague in the Arizona Bankruptcy Court has stated that a party that brings a motion for relief from 
the automatic stay must first establish a “colorable claim.” “In order to establish [such a claim], a 
movant…. bears the burden of proof that it has standing to bring the motion.” In re Weisband, 427 B.R. 
13, 18 (Bankr. D. Ariz. 2010) (citing In re Wilhelm, 407 B.R. 392, 400 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2009)). In the 
Weisband decision, the Court states that the moving party may establish standing by showing that it is a 
“real party in interest.”28 The Weisband Court next states that a holder of a note is a “real party in 
interest” under FRCP 17 because, under the Arizona Revised Statute (“ARS”) § 47-3301, the note holder 
has the right to enforce it. Weisband at 18. Relying on a decision from a bankruptcy court in Vermont, the 
Weisband Court next opines that “[b]ecause there is no federal commercial law which defines who is a 
note holder, the court must look to Arizona law to determine whether [movant] is [such] a holder.” Id. 
(citing In re Montagne, 421 B.R. 65, 73 (Bankr. D. Vt. 2009)). Finally, the Weisband Court states that 
under Arizona law, a holder of a note is defined as, inter alia, “the person in possession of a 
negotiable instrument that is payable either to bearer or to an identified person that is the person in 
possession.” Id. (citing ARS § 47-1201(B)(21)(a)).

BAC’s citation to Weisband fails to address this Court’s concerns. In the Motion for Relief, BAC 
contends that it is the “payee and a holder in due course.” However, the Declaration that it filed 
appears to reflect that BAC is the servicer for some other party. Obviously there is a difference. A 
servicer acts pursuant to a separate agreement with the Note Holder and is paid a separate fee to 
determine what payments have been made, or not made, by a given borrower. However, the 
servicer would not normally list the loan on its balance sheet as one of its assets. The Note Holder, 
according to the definition in the Note, is the party that is entitled to receive the payments under the 
Note, because it has arguably paid some consideration for the transfer of the obligation to it, and 
has listed the obligation as an asset in its books and records.29 BAC has not provided any 
additional facts to clarify whether it is the servicer pursuant to an agreement with the Note Holder, 
or contrary to its Declaration, it actually acquired the loan and has placed the loan on its balance 
sheet as one of its assets.

From the documentation provided by BAC, it appears that GreenPoint provided the original 
funding for the loan to the Debtors so that they could acquire the Property. Yet, at the time of the 
closing, GreenPoint immediately assigned its interest in the Note to BAC. The Declaration 
submitted by BAC, however, seems to indicate that BAC is only in the business of servicing loans-
perhaps for some other entity associated or related to BAC. If BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP, is 
acting as the servicer of a Bank of America entity, for which entity is it acting? Conversely, if 
GreenPoint transferred the Debtors’ loan from its books and records to some other entity, was it 
BAC? If BAC alleges in its Motion for Relief from the Stay that it is the Note Holder, is it, in fact, 
the one legally entitled, because of the purchase of the Debtors’ obligation, to receive the Debtors’ 
payments?

As a part of its prima faciecase, BAC should have provided the Court with more factual information in 
support of its position. As a result, this Court may deny the Motion for Reconsideration, and the 
underlying Motion for Relief from the Stay, on the basis that BAC has failed to provide sufficient 
documentation to this Court so that the Court may ensure that BAC is the proper Note Holder, or servicer 
if appropriate, to pursue such a Motion for Relief from the Stay.

Thus, the focus of the BAC’s Motion for Reconsideration does not consider all of the factual and legal 
issues that it should. It does not address whether BAC, in this matter, has presented an appropriate factual 
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and legal basis to proceed on this loan concerning the Debtors and their Property. BAC could have easily 
supplemented the record to provide the appropriate documentation to proceed, but chose not to do so.

(B) Has BAC Set Forth a Prima Facie Case That It Has
A Perfected Security Interest in the Property Given the Status
Of the Debtors As Debtors In Possession?

In its Motion for Reconsideration, BAC relies on ARS § 33-817, which states, “The transfer of any 
contract or contracts secured by a trust deed shall operate as a transfer of the security for such contract or 
contracts.” ARS § 33-817. BAC further points out that the Supreme Court of Arizona has held that a 
mortgage is a “mere incident to the debt,” and its “transfer or assignment does not transfer or assign the 
debt or the note,” but “the mortgage automatically goes along with the assignment or transfer” of the note. 
Hill v. Favour, 84 P.2d 575, 578 (Ariz. 1938) (emphasis added). However, at the hearing on December 
15, 2010, the Court expressly stated its concern about the ability of BAC to proceed given that it had not 
provided any information as to a recorded assignment of the Deed of Trust. The Court asked counsel how 
her analysis was appropriate given (1) the status of the Debtors as Debtors in Possession who had 
objected to the relief requested, and (2) ARS § 33-818 which provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

[A]ssignment of a beneficial interest under a trust deed,… shall from the time of being recorded 
impart notice of the content to all persons, including subsequent purchasers and encumbrancers for 
value.
As outlined above, the Debtors, as Debtors in Possession, acquire the status of a bona fide purchaser and 
are able to set aside any real estate transaction, concerning their Property, for which the creditor has not 
taken appropriate steps under Arizona law. See 11 U.S.C. § 544(a)(3) (West 2010). Arizona law requires 
that if a secured creditor with a lien on the Debtors’ Property wishes to ensure that said interest is not 
subject to the claims of a bona fide purchaser, that said secured creditor record an assignment of its 
interest with the Recorder in the County where the Debtors’ Property is located. If notice of the 
assignment has not been provided, through recordation, the secured creditor may have its interest 
avoided by a bona fide purchaser. See Rodney v. Arizona Bank, 836 P.2d 434, 172 Ariz. 221 (Ariz. 
App. Div. 2 1992) (Unless and until the transferee of the beneficial interest in the deed of trust 
records an assignment of the deed of trust, the security interest in the real property remains 
unperfected.)

At the time of the hearing on the Motion for Reconsideration, BAC’s counsel agreed that although vis-a-
vis the original parties to the transaction, no assignment of the Deed of Trust need be produced or 
recorded, because of the Debtors’ filing of a bankruptcy petition, ARS § 33-818 required that an 
assignment be prepared and properly recorded given the new status of the Debtors as Debtors in 
Possession.30 It is unclear why BAC has not simply supplemented the record to provide the assignment 
of the Deed of Trust.

The request that an assignment be recorded is not a burdensome requirement. MERS, through its 
registration system, keeps track of the transfers of the beneficial interests, under a deed of trust, from 
member to member in the system. When there is some type of default under the loan transaction, MERS 
generally prepares an assignment of the beneficial interest in the deed of trust for signature and then 
records the assignment with the appropriate state authority, which in Arizona would be the Recorder in 
the County where the real property that is subject to the secured creditor’s lien is located. This recordation 
of the assignment provides the requisite notice to third parties, as required under Arizona law.
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Although BAC relies on the decision of Rodney v. Arizona Bank, 836 P.2d 434, 172 Ariz. 221 (Ariz. 
App. Div. 2 1992), the decision actually supports this Court’s understanding of the importance of 
the recordation of the assignment of the deed of trust. In Rodney, the borrowers were the Vasquezes, 
who received purchase money financing from the initial lender, Hal Clonts (“Clonts”), to purchase real 
property (“Property”) located in Mohave County. The Vasquezes executed a promissory note and deed of 
trust in favor of Clonts to provide him with a lien on their Property to secure repayment of the note. It is 
important to keep in mind that the Vasquezes remained the borrowers throughout a series of subsequent 
transactions that only affected the lender or the party that had a security interest in the promissory note 
and deed of trust.

Clonts transferred his interest to the Fidlers through an assignment of the beneficial interest in the 
promissory note and deed of trust. Id. at 435. However, on April 11, 1985, the Fidlers entered into a 
separate loan transaction in which they borrowed money from a third party, State Bank, later called 
Security Pacific Bank Arizona (“Security Pacific”). The Fidlers provided security to Security Pacific for 
their loan transaction by pledging “all monies” received by the Fidlers in “Escrow # 85-02-9290.” Id. 
Security Pacific immediately notified the title company, for the subject escrow, as to Security Pacific’s 
interest in the escrow funds. In September 1986, the Fidlers again transferred their beneficial interest in 
the promissory note and deed of trust to Theron Rodney (“Rodney”). The Fidlers received $20,000 from 
Rodney for the transfer of their interest. The Fidlers executed an assignment of the beneficial interest 
under the deed of trust. Rodney recorded his interest in the deed of trust with the Mohave County 
Recorder’s Officer where the Property was located. Not surprisingly, Security Pacific and Rodney 
disagreed as to the priority of their respective security interests in the loan proceeds. Security Pacific 
argued that the interest in the loan proceeds could only be perfected pursuant to the Uniform Commercial 
Code. Conversely, Rodney argued that the real property provisions of Arizona law were applicable. Id. at 
436.

The sole issue to be addressed by the Appellate Court was whether Article Nine of the Uniform 
Commercial Code (as adopted in Arizona) applied to the creation and perfection of a security interest in a 
promissory note when the note itself was secured by a deed of trust in real property. Id. Before 
considering the analysis by the Court, let’s diagram the various loan transactions.

+——————————————————————————————————–+
———————————————+
| The Vasquezes |                                                                                                                                               
   Clonts |
| —- | |
+——————————————————————————————————–+
———————————————+
| initial borrowers purchase money financing |   nitial lender |
+——————————————————————————————————–+
——————————————————————+
| Vasquezes continue to pay on the original note and deed of trust to the title company, as escrow agent | 
(1) transfer of the interest in the note and deed of trust for consideration to the Fidlers |
|                                                                                                                                                                         
(2) separate loan to the Fidlers–security interest in the note and deed of trust given to Security Pacific-
consideration given to Fidlers |
|                                                                                                                                                                          
(3) Fidlers again seek financing–security interest in the note and deed of trust given to Rodney |
|                                                                                                                                                                         
                                          | for $20,000. |
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+——————————————————————————————————–+
——————————————————————–+
| | |
+——————————————————————————————————–+
——————————————————————–+

Thus, it is only the parties on one side of the initial loan transaction that are in disagreement as to the 
priority of their security interests. Noting that Security Pacific only wanted to obtain a perfected security 
interest in the promissory note proceeds, the Court stated “we find that Security Pacific received a 
corollary security interest in the real property evidenced by the deed of trust, along with its interest in the 
note, although the corollary interest remained unperfected.” Id. The Court then stated that Security Pacific 
need not have a perfected security interest in the real property, because Security Pacific’s interest was 
only in the note which was a security interest in personal property under ARS § 47-1201(37). Id. at 436-
37. The Court concluded that “Arizona case law holds that a mortgage note and the debt evidenced 
thereby are personal property (citing to Hill v. Favour, 52 Ariz. at 571, 84 P.2d at 579). Article Nine of 
the UCC applies to security interests in personal property….” Id. at 437. However, Article Nine of the 
Uniform Commercial Code does not apply to obtaining a lien on real property. In considering the 
somewhat murky area of “realty paper,” the Court relied on Commentators J White and R. Summers, who 
described “realty paper” as follows:

B mortgages his real estate to L. L gives B’s note and the real estate mortgage to Bank as security 
for a loan. Article Nine does not apply to the transaction between L and B, but does apply to that 
between L and Bank.

Id.31 Turning to the facts of this case, BAC is arguing that its security interest in the Note and Deed of 
Trust is perfected as to all others, rather than to just other mortgagees. It has forgotten the other side of the 
transaction, which is the “mortgagor” in the White and Summers analysis, or someone that may acquire 
an interest from the mortgagor, such as a bona fide purchaser. To perfect its interest as to the 
“mortgagor,” which would be the Zittas, or someone who may acquire an interest in the Property from the 
Zittas, BAC needed to record its assignment in the Deed of Trust, as required under real property law, 
such as ARS § 33-818 (West 2010). BAC has not shown this Court that any such assignment exists, so its 
Motion for Reconsideration must be denied as a matter of law.

BAC also relies on In re Smith, 366 B.R. 149 (Bank. D. Colo. 2007), which is inapposite. The debtor had 
been in a chapter 13 proceeding, but had converted his case to one under chapter 7. Id. at 150. Bank of 
New York, N.A. (“Bank of New York”) subsequently requested relief from the automatic stay as to the 
real property owned by the debtor. The debtor did not oppose the motion, and a foreclosure sale, pursuant 
to Colorado law, subsequently occurred. Bank of New York then recorded a deed upon sale as to the 
debtor’s real property. Without seeking any stay of the foreclosure proceedings, the debtor filed an 
adversary proceeding with the bankruptcy court. The debtor asserted that the Bank of New York was not 
the real party in interest, and therefore, it was unable to proceed with a foreclosure of his real property. 
The bankruptcy court reviewed the evidence presented and determined that Bank of New York was the 
holder of the promissory note at the time it commenced its foreclosure sale. The court stated that 
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., which had originally provided the financing to the debtor, had endorsed 
the promissory note in blank. Under Colorado law, such a blank endorsement allowed the promissory note 
to become “payable to bearer.” However, Bank of New York did submit a Certification of Owner and 
Holder of the Evidence Debt, which allowed the Colorado court to conclude that Bank of New York was 
the “holder of the original evidence of debt.” The court then reviewed the deed of trust, determining that it 
was recorded at approximately the same time as the loan closing between the debtor and Countrywide 
Home Loan, Inc. The bankruptcy court then concluded that the promissory note was assigned to the Bank 
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of New York. As such, once the promissory note was assigned to the Bank of New York, MERS then 
functioned as the nominee for the Bank of New York. Id. at 151. Presumably, as a result of MERS 
nominee status, the bankruptcy court concluded, sub silentio, that no additional action needed to be taken 
by Bank of New York vis-a-vis the debtor.

This Court questions the analysis by the Smith court.32 Although the Smith court relies on a 2002 
decision from the Colorado Supreme Court, the court does not analyze the concept of “realty paper” or 
discuss White and Summers. As noted by this Court supra, the lender in the original loan transaction or a 
party that may subsequently obtain a security interest in the promissory note, as a result of a separate loan 
transaction, may be protected, but this Court is viewing the transaction from a different viewpoint: that of 
the Debtors in Possession that acquire the status of bona fide purchasers. There is no discussion, in Smith, 
as to how Colorado law would treat such third parties. Moreover, it is unclear whether Colorado has a 
similar provision as Arizona’s ARS § 33-818 that focuses on the separate requirements of a creditor that 
may have a beneficial interest under a deed of trust assigned to it.

In considering the ability of the debtor to pursue a claim under 11 U.S.C. § 544, the Colorado court 
concludes that the debtor does not have the standing of the bankruptcy trustee. Smith at 152. Such an 
analysis is correct, since the debtor pursued his claim against the Bank of New York only after he had 
converted his case to one under chapter 7. The chapter 7 trustee also failed to join with the debtor in the 
adversary proceeding or to pursue the claim separately.33 However, as to the facts before this Court, the 
Debtors, as Debtor in Possession, in this chapter 11 proceeding do have the standing to pursue claims 
under Section 544.34 Thus, this Court must reject the analysis in the Smith case.

This Court concludes that given the summary nature of motions for relief from the automatic stay, 35 the 
general requirements in the case law and the Local Rules of this Court36 that a creditor alleging a security 
interest in certain property of the debtor and/or the bankruptcy estate at least set forth a prima facie case 
as to its perfected security interest, 37 BAC should have provided an assignment of the Deed of Trust. It 
failed to do so; however, the Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay was denied without prejudice. 
BAC still has the opportunity to refile the Motion with the appropriate documents as exhibits thereto.

IV. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court denies BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP’s Motion for 
Reconsideration of this Court’s Denial of the Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay. The Court

SARAH SHARER CURLEY, Bankruptcy Judge

NJ: GAME OVER — STANDING REQUIRED — NO 
PRETENDER LENDERS ALLOWED — PERSONAL 
KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED TO     AUTHENTICATE  

Posted on January 31, 2011 by Neil Garfield 
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BORROWER APPEARED PRO SE

GAME OVER: EVIDENCE REQUIRED, NOT PRESUMPTIONS 

EVEN IF HOLDER, THEY ARE NOT HOLDER IN DUE COURSE; DEFENSES APPLY

SEE 01.28.2011 NJ CT OF APPEALS REVERSE NO STANDING -WELLS-FARGO-BANK-N-A-
As-Trustee-Respondent-V-SANDRA-a-FORD-Appellant[1]

NOTABLE QUOTES:

This appeal presents significant issues regarding the evidence required (E.S.) to establish the 
standing of an alleged assignee of a mortgage and negotiable note to maintain a foreclosure action.

Wells Fargo claims that it acquired the status of a holder in due course as a result of this 
assignment and therefore is not subject to any of the defenses defendant may have been able to 
assert against Argent.

Wells Fargo asserted that Argent had assigned the mortgage and note to Wells Fargo but that the 
assignment had not yet been recorded.

Wells Fargo subsequently filed a motion for summary judgment. This motion was supported by a 
certification of Josh Baxley, who identified himself as “Supervisor of Fidelity National as an 
attorney in fact for HomEq Servicing Corporation as attorney in fact for [Wells Fargo].”

Baxley’s certification stated: “I have knowledge of the amount due Plaintiff for principal, interest 
and/or other charges pursuant to the mortgage due upon the mortgage made by Sandra A. Ford 
dated March 6, 2005, given to Argent Mortgage Company, LLC, to secure the sum of $403,750.00.” 
Baxley did not indicate the source of this purported knowledge. Baxley’s certification also alleged 
that Wells Fargo is “the holder and owner of the said Note/Bond and Mortgage”

The documents defendant alleged were forgeries included a purported handwritten note by her 
stating that she was employed by Bergen Medical Center at a monthly salary of $9500, even though 
her actual income was only approximately $10,000 per year.
Defendant also alleged that “[t]he estimate for closing fees that was given to me prior to closing was 
around $13,000.00 and the Good Faith Estimate of Closing Costs was for $13,673.90 but on the 
closing statement they were $36,259.06.”

On appeal, defendant argues that (1) Wells Fargo failed to establish that it is the holder of the 
negotiable note she gave to Argent and therefore lacks standing to pursue this foreclosure action; 
(2) even if Wells Fargo is the holder of the note, it failed to establish that it is a holder in due course 
and therefore, the trial court erred in concluding that Wells Fargo is not subject to the defenses 
asserted by defendant based on Argent’s alleged predatory and fraudulent acts in connection with 
execution of the mortgage and note; and (3) even if Wells Fargo is a holder in due course, it still 
would be subject to certain defenses and statutory claims defendant asserted in her answer and 
counterclaim.
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We conclude that Wells Fargo failed to establish its standing to pursue this 
foreclosure action. Therefore, the summary judgment in Wells Fargo’s favor 
must be reversed and the case remanded to the trial court. This conclusion 
makes it unnecessary to address defendant’s other arguments.

we note that Wells Fargo argues in its answering brief that “[defendant] is estopped to contest 
Wells Fargo’s standing”; “defendant’s brief exceeds the scope of this appeal,” and “[defendant's] 
arguments are counterintuitive.” These arguments are clearly without merit and do not warrant 
discussion. R. 2:11-3(e)(1)(E).
“As a general proposition, a party seeking to foreclose a mortgage must own or control the 
underlying debt.” Bank of N.Y. v. Raftogianis, ___ N.J. Super. ___, ___ (Ch. Div. 2010) (slip op. at 
3). In the absence of a showing of such ownership or control, the plaintiff lacks standing to proceed 
with the foreclosure action and the complaint must be dismissed. See id. at ___ (slip op. at 35-36).1

If a debt is evidenced by a negotiable instrument, such as the note executed by defendant, the 
answer to this question is governed by Article III of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), N.J.S.A. 
12A:3-101 to -605, in particular N.J.S.A. 12A:3-301. See generally Raftogianis, supra, ___ N.J. 
Super. at ___ (slip op. at 3-8). N.J.S.A. 12A:3-301 states in pertinent part:
“Person entitled to enforce” an instrument means [1] the holder of the instrument, [2] a nonholder 
in possession of the instrument who has the rights of the holder, or [3] a person not in possession of 
the instrument who is entitled to enforce the instrument pursuant to [N.J.S.A.]12A:3-309 or 
subsection d. of [N.J.S.A.] 12A:3-418. [EDITOR'S NOTE: A KEY POINT NOT RAISED BY THE 
HOMEOWNER NOR DISCUSSED BY THE COURT IS THAT ARGENT DID NOT LOAN THE 
MONEY CONTRARY TO REPRESENTATIONS AT CLOSING. THEREFORE THE DEBT IS 
NOT EVIDENCED BY A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT. HENCE THE PREMISE OF THIS 
COURT AND ALL COURTS IS WRONG. THE DEBT IS NOT EVIDENCED BY ANY 
WRITING BUT IT STILL EXISTS. SINCE THE NOTE DOES NOT DESCRIBE THE DEBT IT 
DESCRIBES A NON-EXISTENT TRANSACTION. THUS THE MORTGAGE SECURING THE 
DEBT REFERENCED IN THE NOTE SECURES A FICTITIOUS TRANSACTION AND IS 
SUBJECT TO QUIET TITLE]

N.J.S.A. 12A:3-201(b) provides in pertinent part that “if an instrument is payable to an identified 
person, negotiation requires transfer of possession of the instrument and its indorsement by the 
holder.”

Therefore, even if Wells Fargo had presented satisfactory evidence that it was in “possession” of the 
note executed by defendant (which is discussed later in this opinion), Wells Fargo admittedly 
presented no evidence of “its indorsement by [Argent].” Therefore, Wells Fargo was not a “holder” 
of the note within the first category of “person entitled to enforce” an instrument under N.J.S.A. 
12A:3-301. See Raftogianis, ___ N.J. Super. at ___ (slip op. at 6).

the question is whether Wells Fargo presented adequate evidence that it fell within 
the second category of “person entitled to enforce” an instrument under 
N.J.S.A. 12A:3-A-3627-06T1 301; that is, “a nonholder in possession of the 
instrument who has the rights of a holder.”

Transfer of an instrument occurs “when it is delivered by a person other than its issuer for the 
purpose of giving to the person receiving delivery the right to enforce the instrument.”
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the documents that Wells Fargo relied upon in support of its motion for summary 
judgment to establish its status as a holder were not properly authenticated. 
A certification will support the grant of summary judgment only if the 
material facts alleged therein are based, as required by Rule 1:6-6, on 
“personal knowledge.” See Claypotch v. Heller, Inc., 360 N.J. Super. 472, 489 
(App. Div. 2003). Baxley’s certification does not allege that he has personal 
knowledge that Wells Fargo is the holder and owner of the note. In fact, the 
certification does not give any indication how Baxley obtained this alleged 
knowledge. The certification also does not indicate the source of Baxley’s 
alleged knowledge that the attached mortgage and note are “true copies.”

Furthermore, the purported assignment of the mortgage, which an assignee must 
produce to maintain a foreclosure action, see N.J.S.A. 46:9-9, was not 
authenticated in any manner; it was simply attached to a reply brief. The trial 
court should not have considered this document unless it was authenticated 
by an affidavit or certification based on personal knowledge. See Celino v. 
Gen. Accident Ins., 211 N.J. Super. 538, 544 (App. Div. 1986).

On the remand, defendant may conduct appropriate discovery, (e.s.) including 
taking the deposition of Baxley and the person who purported to assign the 
mortgage and note to Wells Fargo on behalf of Argent.

for the guidance of the trial court in the event Wells Fargo is able to establish its 
standing on remand, we note that even though Wells Fargo could become a 
“holder” of the note under N.J.S.A. 12A:3-201(b) if Argent indorsed the note 
to Wells Fargo even at this late date, see UCC Comment 3 to A-3627-06T1 
N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203, Wells Fargo would not thereby become a “holder in due 
course” that could avoid whatever defenses defendant would have to a 
claim by Argent because Wells Fargo is now aware of those defenses. See 
N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203(c); UCC Comment 4 to N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203; see generally 
6 William D. Hawkland & Larry Lawrence, Hawkland and Lawrence UCC 
Series [Rev.] § 3-203:7 (2010); 6B Anderson on the Uniform Commercial 
Code, supra, § 3-203:14R. Consequently, if Wells Fargo produces an 
indorsed copy of the note on the remand, the date of that indorsement 
would be a critical factual issue in determining whether Wells Fargo is a 
holder in due course.

=================================
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My point is simply this: let’s start with the facts of what really occurred. Who loaned 
money? Who borrowed money? who was a payor, payee, guarantor, insurer? Did 
the originating documents actually describe the real transaction? If the documents 
described a fictitious transaction, what difference does it make whether the 
assignment was valid? Isn’t the assignment of zero a simple product of 
multiplication in which the answer is zero?

After we get the facts straight then it’s easy — either the documents are on point, 
compliant and truthful or they are not. Either way the law has plenty of precedent 
and statutes to deal with the outcome. The cornerstone of the argument in this 
white paper is a lie and it isn’t a white lie. The authors want you to first look at the 
documents and ASSUME their CURRENT recitations of PAST facts and 
recitations are true even though they are mostly in direct conflict with the reality of 
the actual transactional events.

====================\

The problem that cannot be overcome even if their tortured reasoning was accepted, is that the 
actual initiation of the foreclosure would need to be bifurcated (split from) the sale itself unless the 
initiator of the foreclosure paid cash at the auction. As it stands now, non-creditors are “winning” 
the auction by (a) setting a minimum bid that is clearly unauthorized and (b) submitted a “credit 
bid” that could only come from the creditor. Thus the same party that said it didn’t need to be an 
actual creditor to start a foreclosure proceeding is pretending to be a creditor at the foreclosure 
auction. 

The net effect, notwithstanding the sounds bites on TV, is that it is non-creditors that are getting a 
free house, and in no case has a borrower obtained a “free house” in the sense that they had no 
money in the deal. Any money the borrower had in the deal, even in the rare no-money down 
closing, is MORE THAN the money (zero) that the non-creditor has invested or at risk in the 
foreclosure or sale

==============

“We’re about to witness the main event in financial institution internecine warefare: investment 
funds (MBS buyers) vs. banks (MBS sellers).”  The catalyst he identifies is that a group of large 
institutional investors has banded together and filed suit, in what Levintin calls the first “A-list 
litigation.”  This would be the case filed by Dexia, New York Life, and TIAA-CREF, among others, 
against Countrywide and BAC.

=====================================
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Special Kudos to Charles “POPPA KOPPA” for bringing the credit bid to my attention and the interesting 
fact that the minimum bid instruction comes from Wall Street corresponding with securities reports and 
has nothing to do with the real estate market.

THE CREDIT BID IS THE ACHILLES HEEL OF 
SECURITIZATION

EDITOR’S ANALYSIS: Sorry to keep throwing terms around that nobody used to talk about but the 
CREDIT BID is one of the weakest points in the pretender lender game and it should be exploited by 
those seeking to protect their homes. A Credit Bid is a bid at the auction of a foreclosed home that says 
“I’m buying this house — with no money.”THE CREDIT BID IS THE ACHILLES HEEL OF 
SECURITIZATION.

Silly as that sounds it actually usually makes sense in conventional mortgages — because the creditor is 
the lender and the source of funds and the holder and possessor of the note and mortgage each of which 
accurately describe the true transaction. So when the Judge says OK this house will be sold on a certain 
sale date, the bank goes to the auction and bids the amount that the borrower owes, including fees, costs 
etc. If someone bids higher, the bank is thrilled — it gets paid in full and the whole thing is over. (By the 
way you are entitled to ask for the original note after the sale.)

But now we have something far different. It is a sleight of hand trick in which the 
wool is pulled over the eyes of everyone and the result is that a free house 
goes to a bidder who never offered or paid a penny for the house, the loan, 
the obligation, the note or the mortgage. By pointing out that the case needs 
to be either bifurcated into the right to foreclose and the right to submit a 
credit bid OR that the Plaintiff must prove that they are a real bona fide 
creditor to begin with, the Judge is more likely to see where you are 
heading. It underscores the point that you are not seeking a free house, you 
are looking to clean house, and prevent a completely disinterested party 
from taking title. 

You can point out, accurately that the parties who actually advanced the money are not being represented 
and that their interests are adverse to the party seeking foreclosure. You can cite to the many lawsuits of 
investors (now joined by Trustees) against the investment bankers and servicers. You can further point out 
that when the investors are done with the investment banks they still will have the option of coming after 
the homeowner whether he is dispossessed of the house or not. 

And you can get a little high brow by pointing out that it is against public policy to allow the Court’s 
ruling on the right to INITIATE  foreclosures is being misinterpreted as a finding that the would-be 
forecloser is a real creditor with money and risk in the game. Because that leads to corrupting the county’s 
title system.
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Thus the non-creditor who manages to get by the Judge with artful argument on 
the issue of whether they can BRING suit, sidesteps the essential question 
of what can and should happen if an auction date is set. It is essentially the 
same as when a pretender convinces a Judge in a non-judicial state that 
they can start the foreclosure proceedings, and they use that innocuous 
order to bootstrap themselves into being perceived as the creditor who can 
submit a credit bid. Your answer to a Judge who is hostile to your position 
should be something like this “If you want to let them order the foreclosure 
sale date to go forward, fine Judge. But are you willing to let them say you 
specifically found that they are a creditor who could submit a credit bid 
instead of cash at the auction? Because if you want that, then you need 
something in the record here that shows they are a true creditor with risk on 
the table.” (make sure the proceedings are recorded)

If that party wants to submit a credit bid, the foreclosure judgment needs to say that they are the creditor 
and not that the borrower failed to pay and the house is subject to forced sale. And if the Judge wants to 
put that in the FINAL Judgment or Order, then he/she needs to have something in the record that shows 
that the forecloser is the creditor — or else when they show up at auction they have to bid with MONEY 
like everyone else. Check your state statutes and you’ll see what I’m talking about.

The current status quo is corrupting title every day there is another “sale” at auction that goes to a party 
submitting a “credit bid.” That sale is NOT subject to the issuance of title and is either voidable or void 
depending upon which state the property is located in. Either way title is clouded or defective. AND 
THAT means title IS unmarketable. 

It all comes down to the same thing no matter how you approach it. The origination of the transaction was 
defective if it was intended to be treated as a secured mortgage loan transaction. Each document produced 
that was based upon the faulty origination simply compounded the stupidity of the process further. By 
piling up the paper the pretenders gave the appearance that they had done their homework and that 
everything was in order. In fact they had been engaged in monkey business with fraudulent notaries (18 
notaries took the fifth Amendment in Maryland recently), robo-signed documents and otherwise defective 
affidavits that cannot be fixed. 

And THAT brings us to the political decision that needs to be made. If justice takes its course, it is 
obvious that most courts are going to overturn the foreclosures and stop the rest that are in the pipeline. If 
the legislature pushes the reset the button then they are giving a legislative pardon to the perpetrators of 
the worst fraud in human history.

=======

STATUS OF 50% OF ALL MORTGAGES NOW QUESTIONABLE
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BLOOMBERG: U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Robert E. Grossman in Central Islip, New York, in a 
decision he said he knew would have a “significant impact,” wrote that the membership rules of 
the company’s Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, or MERS, don’t make it an agent of 
the banks that own the mortgages…”

““MERS and its partners made the decision to create and operate under a business model that was 
designed in large part to avoid the requirements of the traditional mortgage-recording process,” 
Grossman wrote. “The court does not accept the argument that because MERS may be involved 
with 50 percent of all residential mortgages in the country, that is reason enough for this court to 
turn a blind eye to the fact that this process does not comply with the law.”

EDITOR’S NOTE: “Significant impact” is an understatement. By finding that the enabling 
documents of MERS membership do NOT create an agency relationship, Judge Grossman has 
correctly pointed out one of the most important reasons why our title systems throughout all 50 
states are now corrupted. His finding casts a very dark shadow on the question of whether ANY 
mortgage involving MERS is secured by the property, and finds no doubt that virtually all 
foreclosures of MERS-related (nominee) mortgages were invalid. 

This clearly means that the requirements for a clear chain of title are left unsatisfied. Any 
certificate or deed issued in which MERS was previously named in the chain of title is probably 
void (not voidable). Any homeowner who thinks they lost their home in foreclosure probably still 
legally owns that home. Any petitioner in bankruptcy whose estate included a home on which there 
was a purported encumbrance with MERS named as nominee had a much larger estate than the 
one filed with the help of automated computer schedules.

Any Motion to Lift Stay that involved MERS that was granted was done improperly — and is 
subject to reversal by an action to quiet title, an action for wrongful foreclosure, or a motion for 
reconsideration based upon representations being a fraud upon the court.

Any modification, short-sale or mediated settlement involving MERS, any auction sale or post 
auction sale of property, will need to be unwound and returned back to status quo with the 
homeowner possessed of fee ownership of the property. And then there is this question: if the party 
identified as “lender” did not lend the borrower the money, and if MERS is not an agent that can 
be recognized at law, was a mortgagee or beneficiary identified in the mortgage or deed of trust? 
Clearly, not. Does that mean the instrument purporting to create an encumbrance is simply a wild 
instrument to be ignored, or is some court action required to either remove it or correct it? Who 
has standing to correct it?

For 3 1/2 years I’ve been saying, contrary to many other analysts including those on the borrowers’ 
side, that the mortgages and notes were invalid and that the only thing left was a liability owed to 
an unknown third party that for its own reasons has not sought to collect on that liability and whose 
claim was both undocumented and unsecured. This conclusion is corroborated by extrapolating the 
consequences of Judge Grossman’s decision, which is the only decision that could be made if we are 
to follow the rule of law. “We’re big and this is how we have been doing it for years” does not 
trump “this is the law and you didn’t comply with it.”

===========
A party cannot foreclose on a mortgage without having title, giving it standing to bring the action. (See 
Kluge v. Fugazy, 145 AD2d 537, 538 (2nd Dept 1988 ), holding that a “foreclosure of a mortgage may not 
be brought by one who has no title to it and absent transfer of the debt, the assignment of the mortgage is 
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a nullity”. Katz v. East-Ville Realty Co., 249 AD2d 243 (1st Dept 1998), holding that “[p]laintiff’s 
attempt to foreclose upon a mortgage in which he had no legal or equitable interest was without 
foundation in law or fact”. “To have a proper assignment of a mortgage by an authorized agent, a power
of attorney is necessary to demonstrate how the agent is vested with the authority to assign the mortgage.” 
[*2]HSBC BANK USA, NA v. Yeasmin, 19 Misc 3d 1127(A), 866 NYS2d 92 (Table) N.Y.Sup.,2008. 
“No special form or language is necessary to effect an assignment as long as the language shows the
intention of the owner of a right to transfer it”. Emphasis added, Id., citing Tawil v. Finkelstein Bruckman 
Wohl Most & Rothman, 223 AD2d 52, 55 (1st Dept 1996); Suraleb, Inc. v. International Trade Club, Inc., 
13 AD3d 612 (2nd Dept 2004).
The claim in this case is that the mortgage was assigned by MERS, as the nominee, to the Plaintiff. 
However Plaintiff submits no evidence that America’s Wholesale Lender authorized MERS to make the 
assignment. MERS submits only its own statement that it is the nominee for America’s Wholesale
Lender, and that it has authority to effect an assignment on America’s Wholesale Lender’s behalf.
The mortgage states that MERS is solely a nominee. The Plaintiff, in its Memorandum of Law, admits 
that MERS is solely a nominee, acting in an administrative capacity. In its Memoranda, Plaintiff quotes 
the Court in Schuh Trading Co., v. Commisioner of Internal Revenue, 95 F.2d 404, 411 (7th Cir. 1938), 
which defined a nominee as follows:
The word nominee ordinarily indicates one designated to act for another as his representative in a rather 
limited sense. It is used sometimes to signify an agent or trustee. It has no connotation, however, other 
than that of acting for another, or as the grantee of another.. Id. Emphasis added.
Black’s Law Dictionary defines a nominee as “[a] person designated to act in place of another, usually in 
a very limited way”. Agency is a fiduciary relationship which results from the manifestation of consent by 
one person to another that the other shall act on his behalf and subject to his control, and consent by the 
other so to act. Hatton v. Quad Realty Corp., 100 AD2d 609, 473 NYS2d 827, (2nd Dept 1984). “[A]n 
agent constituted for a particular purpose, and under a limited and circumscribed power, cannot bind his
principal by an act beyond his authority.” Andrews v. Kneeland, 6 Cow. 354 N.Y.Sup. 1826.
MERS, as nominee, is an agent of the principal, for limited purposes, and has only those powers which 
are conferred to it and authorized by its principal.
In the mortgage in this case, MERS claims, as nominee, that it was granted the right “(A) to exercise any 
or all of those rights, including, but not limited to the right to foreclose and sell the Property, and (B) to 
take any action required of the Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and canceling this Security 
Instrument.” However, this language quoted by MERS is found in the mortgage under the section 
“BORROWER’S TRANSFER TO LENDER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY” and therefore is facially 
an acknowledgment by the borrower. The fact that the borrower acknowledged and consented to MERS
acting as nominee of the lender has no bearing on what specific powers and authority the lender granted 
MERS. The problem is not whether the borrower can object to the assignees’ standing, but whether the 
original lender, who is not before the Court, actually transferred its rights to the Plaintiff. To allow a 
purported assignee to foreclosure in the absence of some proof that the original lender authorized the 
assignment would throw into doubt the validity of title of subsequent purchasers, should the original 
lender challenge the assignment at some future date.
Furthermore, even accepting MERS’ position that the lender acknowledges MERS’ authority exercise any 
or all of the lenders’ rights under the mortgage, the mortgage does not convey the specific right to assign 
the mortgage. The only specific rights enumerated in the [*3]mortgage is the right to foreclose and sell the 
Property. The general language “to take any action required of the Lender including, but not limited to, 
releasing and canceling this Security Instrument” is not sufficient to give the nominee authority to
alienate or assign a mortgage without getting the mortgagee’s explicit authority for the particular 
assignment. Alienating a mortgage absent specific authorization is not an administrative act.
Plaintiff submitted no other documents which purport to authorize MERS to assign or otherwise convey 
the right of the mortgagor to assign the mortgage to another party.
A party who claims to be the agent of another bears the burden of proving the agency relationship by a 
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preponderance of the evidence, Lippincot v. East River Mill & Lumber Co., 79 Misc. 559, 141 NYS 220 
(1913), and “[t]he declarations of an alleged agent may not be shown for the purpose of proving the fact 
of agency”. Lexow & Jenkins, P.C. v. Hertz Commercial Leasing Corp., 122 AD2d 25, 504 NYS2d 192 
(2nd Dept 1986). See also Siegel v. Kentucky Fried Chicken of Long Island, Inc., 108 AD2d 218, 488 
NYS2d 744 (2nd Dept 1985), Moore v. Leaseway Transp. Corp., 65 AD2d 697, 409 NYS2d 746 (1st 
Dept 1978). “The acts of a person assuming to be the representative of another are not competent to prove 
the agency in the absence of evidence tending to show the principal’s knowledge of such acts or assent to 
them”. (2 NY Jur 2d, Agency and Independent Contractors, 26).
Plaintiff has submitted no evidence to demonstrate that the original lender, the mortgagee America’s 
Wholesale Lender, authorized MERS to assign the secured debt to Plaintiff. Thus, Plaintiff has not made 
out a prima facie case that it is entitled to foreclose on the mortgage in question.WHEREFORE, it is 
ORDERED that the Plaintiff’s application for an Order appointing referee to compute amounts
due to the Plaintiff is denied with leave to renew upon proof of authority.
This shall constitute the decision and order of this Court.

I’m probably partly to blame for this notion so I want to correct it. The goal is NOT to get your house for 
free, although that COULD be the result, as we have seen in a few hundred cases. The simple answer is 
“No Judge I am not trying to get my house for free, I’m trying to stop THEM from getting my house for 
free. They don’t have one dime invested in this deal and payments have been received by the real 
creditors for which they refuse to give an accounting.”

The obligation WAS created. The question is not who holds the note but to whom the note is payable, and 
what is the balance due on the note after a full accounting from the creditor.

So don’t leave your mouth hanging open when the Judge says something like that. Tell him or her that 
they have the wrong impression because they are getting misinformation from the other side which is 
trying to get a lawyer’s argument admitted as evidence. Tell him you want the deal you signed up for — 
including the appraised value that the lender represented to you at closing.

Don’t say you won’t pay anything. Offer to make a monthly payment into the court registry — not in the 
amount demanded, but for perhaps 25% of the amount demanded. Tell him you refuse to pay someone 
who never lent you the money, who is not on the closing documents and is relying on securitization 
documents which contain multiple conditions, many of which they have violated.

Tell the Judge you deny the default because you know they received third party payments and they refuse 
to allocate the payments to your loan, and they refuse to inform you or the Court as to whether these third 
party insurers and guarantors have equitable or legal rights of subrogation. Subrogation is taking the place 
of another person because you are the real party in interest.

“Why should I lose my house just because I didn’t pay them. The note isn’t payable to them. Even if they 
have an assignment, it violates the terms under which they are permitted to accept it, and even if they 
were permitted to accept it, it would be on behalf of the true creditors who were the investors who 
advanced the funds and now could be anyone because of the transactions in which the investors were paid 
or settled.
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“The question is not whether I made a payment, it is whether a payment is due after allocation of third 
party insurance, credit default swap and guarantee payments. Who are they to declare a default when they 
refuse to give a full accounting?”
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I have researched these common law theories, focusing on the extent to which courts have and may 
continue to deploy them in predatory mortgage lending disputes.

1. Aiding and Abetting

It is a long standing common law principle that a business or individual can be held liable for aiding and 
abetting the wrongful acts of another. The Restatement of Torts (Second) suggests that, “for harm 
resulting to a third person from the tortious conduct of another, a person is liable if he … (b) knows that 
the other’s conduct constitutes a breach of a duty and gives substantial assistance or encouragement to the 
other so to conduct himself.” The alleged aider-abetter itself need not owe a duty of care to the victim. 
n368 And most courts agree that the alleged aider-abetter need not reap a personal financial benefit from 
the wrongful conduct to be held liable. But many courts consider financial gain by the alleged aider-
abetter as evidence of knowledge of and/or assistance to the tortious behavior. Moreover, the alleged aider 
and abetter need not even posses a wrongful intent, provided that she knows the conduct in question is 
tortious. Courts are also amenable to use of the common law doctrine of aider-abetter liability to enforce 
statutes which do not by their own terms define or contemplate liability for aiding and abetting. While 
most aider-abetter liability cases involve allegations of fraud, some courts have been receptive to applying 
aider-abetter liability to unfair and deceptive trade practice claims as well.

A small, but growing line of cases apply aider-abetter liability to a variety of different parties involved in 
predatory lending. For example, in a payday lending case, the New York Attorney General’s office 
successfully argued that a bank criminally facilitated evasion of the state’s usury law by allowing a non-
bank agent to originate, service, and retain an ownership interest in payday loans. A federal district court 
in New York denied a motion to dismiss an aider-abetter liability claim against a mortgage closing 
attorney, who allegedly claimed to represent the borrowers when in fact he did not. A Pennsylvania case 
held that a real estate appraiser was potentially liable for predatory lending related claims because she 
acted in concert with other defendants. And an Illinois federal district court case refused to dismiss a 
common law fraud claim against an assignee of a predatory mortgage based on the allegation that the 
assignee “knew of the fraud, but nonetheless funded the loan.”

In the context of securitization of mortgage loans, the most emblematic recent aider-abetter liability case 
involves Lehman Brothers and First Alliance Mortgage Company. In In re First Alliance Mortgage Co., 
the Central District of California held that Lehman Brothers could be held liable for aiding and abetting 
fraudulent lending by First Alliance. Throughout the mid-to-late 1990s, a parade of state attorneys 
general, private consumers, and public interest organizations accused First Alliance of targeting senior 
citizens with misleading and fraudulent home refinance loans. Discovery revealed that Lehman Brothers 
was fully aware of these allegations. Nevertheless, Lehman Brothers extended First Alliance a large 
secured warehouse line of credit to initially fund predatory loans. After originating the mortgage loans, 
First Alliance then used Lehman Brothers’ services to securitize the loans for resale to investors on Wall 
Street. First Alliance used the proceeds of loans sold into securitization pools to pay down its line of 
credit, cover overhead costs, and initially reap handsome profits. First Alliance also retained the servicing 
rights to the loans, which gave the company the opportunity to make additional profits from servicing 
compensation paid by the trust, as well as other servicing related revenue, such as that gathered from late 
fees and refinancing delinquent loans. But, when predatory lending litigation brought by state attorneys 
general and the FTC (along with exposes in the Wall Street Journal and on national television) began to 
make First Alliance’s prospects look dim, First Alliance filed for bankruptcy. But before petitioning the 
bankruptcy courts for protection, First Alliance drew down 77 million dollars on its warehouse line of 
credit with Lehman Brothers. In bankruptcy proceedings, the bankruptcy trustee argued that because 
Lehman aided and abetted First Alliance’s fraudulent lending, Lehman’s security interest on the 
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warehouse credit line should be equitably subordinated to other creditors, including First Alliance’s 
predatory lending victims. Ultimately the district court concluded that Lehman Brothers’ security interest 
would not be subordinated since the 77 million dollars Lehman had already coughed up had enriched the 
bankrupt company’s estate. But, before doing so, the court made clear that Lehman had aided and abetted 
fraud against the First Alliance’s customers. Given this finding, For their part, consumers involved in the 
class action have still not been compensated for fraudulent loans, many of which led to the loss of a 
family home. Lehman, which was a secured creditor, had its bankruptcy claim paid in full.

2. Conspiracy

A second possible avenue of asserting liability for concerted wrongdoing in predatory lending 
securitization is civil co-conspirator liability. Generally a civil conspiracy is defined as “a malicious 
combination of two or more persons to injure another in person or property, in a way not competent for 
one alone, resulting in actual damages.” A conspiracy requires demonstration of an underlying unlawful 
act upon which the claim is based, as well as some form of combination or agreement between the co-
conspirators.

It is well settled that where a conspiracy exits, liability for actions by one co-conspirator taken in 
furtherance of the conspiracy can be attributed to every co-conspirator, making each equally liable for the 
others’ acts. Courts treat parties to a civil conspiracy as joint tortfeasors with joint and several liability for 
all damages “ensuing or naturally flowing” from the act. Moreover, courts hold co-conspirators liable 
irrespective of whether they are the direct actor, and irrespective of the degree of involvement. n389 
Courts distinguish co-conspirator liability from aider-abetter liability because, unlike a co-conspirator, an 
aider-abetter does not adopt as her own the wrongful act of the primary violator through concerted action 
or agreement.

Co-conspirator liability seems to have some promise in attributing wrongful actions of front-line players 
to behind the scenes financiers in securitization. In Williams v. Aetna Finance Company the Supreme 
Court of Ohio found a mortgage lender liable for fraud committed by a door-to-door salesman. The 
mortgage lender had an agreement to give the salesman a commission for loans he facilitated with the 
lender. The “pitchman” targeted neighborhoods with senior citizens who owned their homes free and 
clear, convincing them to borrow money for home repairs. The lender was liable for the pitchman’s 
behavior because it gave “access to loan money that was necessary to further his fraudulent actions 
against customers… .”

Other decisions have denied dismissal of civil co-conspirator liability claims for a range of mortgage 
lending industry participants, including brokers, home sellers, lenders, appraisers, and attorneys. In 
Herrod v. First Republic Mortgage, the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia rejected the notion 
that the mere fact of securitization changes the application of co-conspirator liability rules, explaining 
that:

“[a] securitization model – a system wherein parties that provide the money for loans and drive the entire 
origination process from afar and behind the scenes – does nothing to abolish the basic right of a borrower 
to assert a defense to the enforcement of a fraudulent loan, regardless of whether it was induced by 
another party involved in the origination of the loan transaction, be it a broker, appraiser, closing agent, or 
another.”

While none of these cases involved extending liability to a seller, underwriter, or trustee in a securitization 
deal, the notion of a “pitchman” and a “financier” seems plausibly applicable to a lender and a seller or 
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underwriter respectively. Although a pooling and servicing agreement will never explicitly say that an 
investment bank agrees to a deal despite an originator, broker, or servicer’s modus operandi of violating 
predatory lending laws, agreement can be shown through circumstantial evidence such as the financial 
incentives, available information, and tacit understanding amongst the parties.

3. Joint Venture

A final common law doctrine which may hold promise in creating greater accountability for structured 
financing of predatory lending is joint venture liability. A joint venture is an association of two or more 
persons designed to carry out a single business enterprise for profit, for which purpose they combine their 
property, money, effects, skill, and knowledge. Joint ventures arise out of contractual relationships, be 
they oral, written, express, or implied. While the precise formulation of elements varies, generally to form 
a joint venture:

[1] two or more persons must enter into a specific agreement to carry on an enterprise for profit; [2] their 
agreement must evidence their intent to be joint venturers; [3] each must make a contribution of property, 
financing, skill, knowledge, or effort; [4] each must have some degree of joint control over the venture; 
and [5] there must be a provision for the sharing of both profits and losses.

Where a joint venture does exist, courts generally rely on partnership law in judging the rights of the 
parties. Thus, courts hold joint venturers may be jointly and severally liable for debts of the venture 
including those incurred from tortious conduct. In general, a co-venturer is not liable for the willfully 
unlawful acts of another. But, where the unlawful act was within the actual or apparent scope of the joint 
venture, or where the co-venturer gave express or implied consent to the act, or even where the co-
venturer failed to protect the victim from the act, he or she can be liable for the primary wrongdoer’s 
behavior.
As with aider-abetter and co-conspirator liability, a growing line of cases find co-venturer liability with 
respect to predatory lending allegations. For example, in George v. Capital South Mortgage Investments, 
the Kansas Supreme Court considered a large punitive damage award against a mortgage lender and an 
assignee. The case involved a defunct mortgage brokerage called Creative Capital Investment Bankers. 
The consumer-plaintiffs in the case hired Creative to assist them in obtaining a loan to purchase a home 
from a relative for $ 40,000. After swamping the family with a parade of silly and unnecessary 
documents, the mortgage broker obtained a signature on a loan contract with a principle of $ 60,000. The 
broker then instructed a closing agent to distribute less than the agreed purchase price for the home to the 
seller. The lender, who was apparently aware of the unusual terms, assigned the loan to a private 
individual at closing and gave the closing agent instructions to not inform the borrowers of the 
assignment. When the family learned that they had borrowed $ 20,000 that they never wanted nor 
received, they sued. Creative Capital did not appear at trial and the court gave the family a default 
judgment, which in all likelihood was uncollectible. Of greater import was the family’s claim that the 
lender and the broker were engaged in a joint venture to profit from the broker’s fraud and usury. At trial 
the jury agreed. On appeal, the Kansas Supreme Court found sufficient evidence to sustain the co-venturer 
verdict against the lender and assignee. The lender argued that it was a distinct corporation, located in a 
different state, and did not share office space, administrative services, or telephone lines. Looking past 
these arguments, the court pointed to frequent contact between the lender and the broker, as well as the 
lender’s insolvency in structuring the loan immediately preceding closing. The court sustained the jury 
verdict against the assignee by pointing to the undisclosed assignment at closing as evidence that the 
assignee was a participant in the joint venture. Moreover, the court pointed out that the fact that the 
assignee received much of the financial benefit from the unlawful charges suggested that the assignee had 
agreed to the joint venture.
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While the George case did not involve securitization, there does not appear to be a principled reason why 
joint venture rules would be inapplicable to structured finance. In securitization deals, the pooling and 
servicing agreement is an explicit agreement to carry on an enterprise for profit by the different businesses 
involved in the conduit, including mortgage brokers, lenders, MERS, servicers, sellers, underwriters, 
trustees, and trusts, or an SPV taking a different legal form. Each of these parties fulfill a specific function 
within a structured finance deal and all have control over their own particular role. At least some of the 
parties in some cases agree to share in the losses and profits of the venture. For example, mortgage 
lenders frequently agree to repurchase non-performing loans from the trust.

Mortgage brokers are only paid if any given loan closes and conforms to the underwriting standards of the 
loan pool. Servicers agree that their fees are contingent on performance aspects of the loan, such as 
whether borrowers pay on time. Sellers and underwriters agree to accept the price they can receive from 
selling securities, which is in turn dependent on the reputation and behavior of the originators, brokers, 
and servicers. Trustees agree to share in profits and losses, since they accept compensation out of the 
proceeds of consumers’ monthly payments. And certainly a trust (or other type of SPV) itself agrees to 
share in profits and losses, given that trust income is completely dependent on performance of the loans it 
houses.

Following this reasoning, at least one court has found a triable issue of fact on the question of whether a 
securitization pooling and servicing agreement created a joint venture with respect to predatory lending 
allegations. In Short v. Wells Fargo Michael Short alleged that employees of Delta Funding, a mortgage 
lending company, closed a mortgage loan on his home when they came to his house with a stack of 
documents for him to sign. Mr. Short alleged that Delta never provided him any copies of the loan 
documents, nor gave any explanation of them at the informal closing. Delta Funding sold Mr. Short’s loan 
along with many others into a trust pursuant to a pooling and servicing agreement with Wells Fargo, a 
national bank regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, agreeing to act as trustee. Under 
the pooling and servicing agreement, Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. agreed to service the loans. 
Eventually Mr. Short alleged that Countrywide gave Mr. Short notice that he owed two payments on his 
loan in one month. After several unsuccessful (and no doubt frustrating) attempts to contact 
Countrywide’s customer service, Countrywide eventually informed Mr. Short that he also owed nearly a 
thousand dollars in attorneys’ fees and other penalties in addition to his regular payment, plus the still 
unexplained extra monthly payment – all immediately due by certified check. Mr. Short also alleged that 
Countrywide had charged him fees that were not authorized under West Virginia statutes. Eventually Mr. 
Short obtained counsel and sued. The federal district court reviewed the general principles of joint 
venture. Then, the court pointed out that the parties explicitly divided up the revenue from various fees in 
the pooling and servicing agreement. The court concluded that “taking the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the plaintiffs, it would not be unreasonable for a jury to conclude that Delta Funding, 
Countrywide and Wells Fargo entered into a joint venture.”

IV. The Consumer Protection Critique of Mortgage Securitization Law

A. Ambiguity: Consumer Protection Laws Presume an Antiquated Model of Finance

Perhaps the one uniform feature of predatory lending law is its failure to recognize and account for the 
complex financial innovations that have facilitated securitization structures. Most consumer protection 
statutes, including the TILA (1968), the FDCPA (1977), the ECOA (1974), the FHA (1968), and the 
FTC’s holder in due course notice rule (1975) all preceded widespread securitization of subprime 
mortgages by over a decade. While this time frame is not meaningful in itself, it hints at a fundamental 
structural problem in the law.
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One would expect little controversy in a term as fundamental as “creditor.” But, the word suggests a 
unitary notion of a single individual or business that solicits, documents, and funds a loan. For example, 
under the TILA, a creditor is “the person to whom the debt arising from the consumer credit transaction is 
initially payable on the face of the evidence of indebtedness.” This definition is important since the 
private cause of action creating the possibility of liability under the act extends only to “any creditor who 
fails to comply” with the Act’s requirements. While this definition resonates with the notion of a lender as 
we commonly think of it, this notion is increasingly discordant with reality. In the vast majority of 
subprime home mortgage loans, most of the actual tasks associated with origination of the loan, including 
especially face-to-face communication with the borrower, are conducted by a mortgage loan broker.

Because brokers usually do not fund the loan, they are not the party to whom the loan is initially payable. 
The absurd result is that the federal statute which purports to promote useful and accurate disclosure of 
credit prices, does not govern the business or individual that actually speaks to a mortgage applicant. 
Rather, liability for the statute is confined to errors in the complex paperwork, which many consumers 
have difficulty reading, and which are typically ignored in hurried loan closings long after borrowers 
arrive at decision on which broker and/or lender to use. Arguably the credit advertising restrictions in Part 
C of the statute reach mortgage loan solicitations by mortgage brokers. But these provisions are quite 
limited in their substantive reach. For example, they never explicitly prohibit misleading advertising or 
even false descriptions of loans. And even if they did, the statute does not grant a private cause of action 
to sue for advertising violations anyway.

========================

Allocating Bailout to YOUR     LOAN  

Posted on April 18, 2010 by Neil Garfield 

Editor’s Note: Here is the problem. As I explained to a Judge last week, if Aunt 
Alice pays off my obligation then the fact that someone still has the note is 
irrelevant. The note is unenforceable and should be returned as paid. That is 
because the note is EVIDENCE of the obligation, it isn’t THE obligation. And 
by the way the note is only one portion of the evidence of the obligation in a 
securitized loan. Using the note as the only evidence in a securitized loan is 
like paying for groceries with sea shells. They were once currency in some 
places, but they don’t go very far anymore.

The obligation rises when the money is funded to the borrower and extinguished 
when the creditor receives payment — regardless of who they receive the 
payment from (pardon the grammar). 

The Judge agreed. (He had no choice, it is basic black letter law that is irrefutable). But his answer 
was that Aunt Alice wasn’t in the room saying she had paid the obligation. Yes, I said, that is right. 
And the reason is that we don’t know the name of Aunt Alice, but only that she exists and that she 
paid. And the reason that we don’t know is that the opposing side who DOES know Aunt Alice, 
won’t give us the information, even though the attorney for the borrower has been asking for it 
formally and informally through discovery for 9 months. 
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I should mention here that it was a motion for lift stay which is the equivalent of a motion for 
summary judgment. While Judges have discretion about evidence, they can’t make it up. And while 
legal presumptions apply the burden on the moving party in a motion to lift stay is to remove any 
conceivable doubt that they are the creditor, that the obligation is correctly stated and to do so 
through competent witnesses and authenticated business records, documents, recorded and 
otherwise. All motions for lift stay should be denied frankly because of thee existence of multiple 
stakeholders and the existence of multiple claims. Unless the motion for lift stay is predicated on 
proceeding with a judicial foreclosure, the motion for lift stay is the equivalent of circumventing 
due process and the right to be heard on the merits. 

But I was able to say that the the PSA called for credit default swaps to be completed by the cutoff 
date and that obviously they have been paid in whole or in part. And I was able to say that AMBAC 
definitely made payments on this pool, but that the opposing side refused to allocate them to this 
loan. Now we have the FED hiding the payments it made on these pools enabling the opposing side 
(pretender lenders) to claim that they would like to give us the information but the Federal reserve 
won’t let them because there is an agreement not to disclose for 10 years notwithstanding the 
freedom of information act. 

So we have Aunt Alice, Uncle Fred, Mom and Dad all paying the creditor thus reducing the 
obligation to nothing but the servicer, who has no knowledge of those payments, won’t credit them 
against the obligation because the servicer is only counting the payments from the debtor. And so 
the pretender lenders come in and foreclose on properties where they know third party payments 
have been made but not allocated and claim the loan is in default when some or all of the loan has 
been repaid. 

Thus the loan is not in default, but borrowers and their lawyers are conceding the default. DON’T 
CONCEDE ANYTHING. ALLEGE PAYMENT EVEN THOUGH IT DIDN’T COME FROM 
THE DEBTOR. 

This is why you need to demand an accounting and perhaps the appointment of a receiver. Because 
if the servicer says they can’t get the information then the servicer is admitting they can’t do the 
job. So appoint an accountant or some other receiver to do the job with subpoena power from the 
court. 

Practice Hint: If you let them take control of the narrative and talk about the note, you have 
already lost. The note is not the obligation. Your position is that part or all of the obligation has 
been paid, that you have an expert declaration computing those payments as close as  possible using 
what information has been released, published or otherwise available, and that the pretender 
lenders either refuse or failed to credit the debtor with payments from third party sources —- 
credit default swaps, insurance and other guarantees paid for out of the proceeds of the loan 
transaction, PLUS the federal bailout from TARP, TALF, Maiden Lane deals, and the Federal 
reserve. 

The Judge may get stuck on the idea of giving a free house, but how many times is he going to 
require the obligation to be paid off before the homeowner gets credit for the issuance that was paid 
for out of the proceeds of the borrowers transaction with the creditor?
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THE ERROR OF THE SERVICING LENDER
More often than not, the servicing agent for the loan will appear to enforce the note. For
example, let’s assume that the “servicing agent” states that it is the authorized agent of
the note holder, which is “Trust Number 99” (obviously evidence of a securitization).
The servicing agent is certainly a party in interest, since a party in interest in a
bankruptcy court is a very broad term or concept, as stated in Greer v. O’Dell, 305 F.3d
1297, 1302-03 (11th Cir. 2002). However, the servicing agent may not have standing:
“Federal Courts have only the power authorized by Article III of the Constitutions and
the statutes enacted by Congress pursuant thereto. ... [A] plaintiff must have
Constitutional standing in order for a federal court to have jurisdiction.” In re
Foreclosure Cases, 521 F.Supp. 3d 650, 653 (S.D. Ohio, 2007). But, the servicing agent
does not have standing, for only a person who is the holder of the note has standing to
enforce the note. See, e.g., In re Hwang, 2008 WL 4899273 at 8. The servicing agent
may have standing if acting as an agent for the holder, assuming that the agent can both
show agency status and that the principle is the holder. See, e.g., In re Vargas, 396 B.R.
511 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2008) at 520.

==========

Then there are the perjury statutes and other applicable penal codes which cover the filing
of erroneous or misleading documents or false financing statements that are used to
defraud a homeowner. The level of punishment on these penal codes depends a lot on
how far the fraud got. If the homeowner was wrongfully foreclosed on and the lender
(who really didn’t own the loan) actually got his house and sold it, then the damages and
jail time would be severe and the fines and sanctions would be astronomical.

============

Now let’s cover one final aspect of HUD regulations that could spell treble-damage
trouble for lenders who fail to engage in loss mitigation. On September 26, 2008, HUD
issued a mortgagee letter (2008-27), identifying the potential for civil money penalties for
failing to work with borrowers that possess HUD-approved mortgages. In order to avoid
these damages, lenders must (1) ensure that the loss mitigation evaluations are completed
for all delinquent mortgages before four full monthly installments are due and unpaid; (2)
mortgagees must ensure that the appropriate action is taken based on those evaluations;
and (3) they must maintain documentation of all initial and subsequent loss mitigation
evaluations and actions taken.
Check out 24 CFR §203.605 to see what the code has to say about compliance
regulations. This is all basically an administrative-type hearing against lenders that don’t
comply with these loss mitigation requirements. Treble damages however cannot be
assessed on defaults that occurred before May 26, 2005, the rule’s effective date.

========

ORAL ARGUMENT IN HEARINGS AND APPEALS

In listening to the questions of BAP Judges sitting on a 3 Judge panel in appeals from rulings of the 
sitting Bankruptcy Judge, there were a few things that jumped out at me besides what I have 
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already reported. The fundamental argument on appeal is , in theory, that pretenders are 
foreclosing on property despite the fact that if the rules of procedure and rules of evidence were 
applied they would not only be dismissed, they would be sanctioned. Cases from around the country 
corroborating this premise have been reported on these pages where the lawyer and the client 
(including large institutions like BOA, Wells Fargo etc.) have been fined huge amounts of money.

Setting apart bias and prejudiced and conflicts of interests with their own pension funds, as well as 
worrying about opening flood gates of litigation that could not be contained, the question that sticks 
out  like a sore thumb is why the Judges are ruling so often against the borrower? Answer is 
abysmally clear: Lawyers are not lawyering. 

In my seminars, DVD’s, media appearances and writing I keep making the point that you should be 
objecting as soon as the opposing attorney starts talking and you should keep objecting until you 
are in handcuffs threatened with contempt — not that you should be disrespectful to a Judge (that 
is just stupid) but you should be persistent far past annoying. Having a Judge annoyed with you is 
very different from having mad at you in a personal way. Very frequently, when I sat on the bench 
as a substitute master or judge, my annoyance was actually a reflection of my rising discomfort. 
PASSION, communicated in a consistent, respectful way without fear of intimidation, will often 
turn the head of the Judge. 

The example is an attorney who is really good at at this stuff — knows chain of title, securitization, 
TILA, RESPA etc. But he or she is not prepared for the drop dead question: “counselor, are you 
questioning the authenticity of the note or mortgage.” The answer is “YES” but 99 out of 100 
lawyers are afraid to say that. Most lawyers are as hypnotized by the Wall Street myth as the 
Judges, and so when even a copy of the note shows up attached to an unverified pleading, the 
lawyer feels compelled to admit the “obvious.” That is exactly what happens on appeal and in the 
record, the attorney is often quoted in the record from the trial proceedings as saying “NO we are 
not objecting to their authenticity, we are objecting to their enforceability”.OOPS. If they are 
authentic then they are presumed to be enforceable unless they have something illegal or against 
public policy in the document itself. So if you admit authenticity, you lose.

Here is a little tip for you would-be litigators: if your position is that you know your client is wrong 
or has violated a contract but that for some technical or equitable reason you want the Judge to 
turn the law on its head, you are (1) going to lose that case and (2) you will have very little 
credibility in the next 10 cases you have in front of that Judge. 

Here is another tip: if your position is that you know the facts don’t look good the way the other 
side has presented it, but that you object to everything opposing counsel has proffered and you 
object to the authenticity of the copies AND the originals based upon advice of experts who have 
examined the available evidence, then your Judge will know that this is going to be a fight AND the 
next ten times you appear in front of that Judge, the Judge will be listening for issues that could 
result in being overturned on appeal. 

Specifically, here are some SAMPLE objections you can raise at the trial level, so you don’t sound 
like an idiot when you go in front of an appellate panel:

1. Objection: Counsel has represented facts that are not in evidence. If Counsel is testifying, I 
would like to voir dire counsel to determine whether counsel is a material witness, whether 
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counsel is a competent witness with personal knowledge and whether counsel is attempting 
to proffer argument in lieu of inadmissible hearsay.

2. Objection: Counsel has stated that he/she represents Wells Fargo when in fact the 
homeowner received a letter from another law firm and another lawyer stating that they 
represented the real party in interest. If that other letter was referring to Wells Fargo, then 
we have two lawyers who each claim to represent Wells Fargo, in which case, I am 
demanding that counsel provide proof of authority to represent Wells Fargo naming he/she 
and the law firm. If the party referred to in the prior correspondence is not Wells Fargo, 
then we obviously have two different financial institutions who are competitors in the open 
market, each making a claim to enforce a note and mortgage, each of which documents is 
subject to numerous objections as to authenticity and admissibility as evidence. The only 
thing we know is that they both want to buy this home without offering any money to anyone 
by submitting a credit bid.

3. Objection: Counsel is attempting to refer to an exhibit to pleadings that have not been 
admitted into evidence. We object to those copies being used and we will object to the use of 
any purported original until we can examine and determine the authenticity of the so-called 
original, since there are now numerous cases on record involving these same parties wherein 
the documents offered as originals were in fact mechanically produced, fabricated and 
forged. WE DO NOT ADMIT THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE NOTE, MORTGAGE, 
ASSIGNMENT, INDORSEMENT OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENT THEY HAVE 
OFFERED. QUITE THE CONTRARY, WE BELIEVE THEY ARE FAKE AND THAT 
LIKE ANY OTHER CASE THEY SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO PLEAD AND PROVE 
THEIR CASE.

4. Objection: Counsel is arguing for a presumption in favor of his alleged client in lieu of 
presenting evidence that can be tested on the merits. Counsel is also arguing and attempting 
to raise the presumption in favor of his client that in a judicial forum the burden of proof is 
on the party with the least information. First they stonewall us despite Federal law that 
requires them to answer and then they say we lack specificity. They can’t have it both ways.

5. Objection: We are the defending party (same statement in both judicial and non-judicial 
state). They want to sell real property without the requirement of proof that would be 
admissible in a judicial forum — a forum in which they would lose every time and in which, 
when pushed they always dismiss the day of trial. They are the party seeking affirmative 
relief — they want a home that currently belongs to my client and they want to be able to 
take it without paying for it by submitting a credit bid as though they were the creditor. So 
they are not only asking the court to allow the foreclosure to go forward, they also will use 
your order as proof of a judicial finding that they are in fact the creditor and can submit a 
credit bid at auction without using any money whatsoever. And they want you to do all this 
for them because their client has the word “bank” in it — and that should be enough with no 
pleadings or proof from the party seeking affirmative relief — namely his client who wants 
to sell my client’s property without a hearing and buy it without any money. 

Now it is your turn counselors — add to this list and I’ll publish it… 

========================

JON LINDEMEN: FILE DISCOVERY THE MOMENT YOU LAY 
HANDS ON THE FILE
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The pretenders like to get you in a Catch-22. Actually you can hardly blame them. As many have 
privately told me and other lawyers “we know we can’t win this on the merits.” Jon has 10 years 
military experience so he thinks in terms of winning and not necessarily following precise rules. His 
orders are to win, not to play around and have coffee and tell jokes with opposing counsel. 

Like most lawyers, Jon had followed the conventional rules and filed discovery at the “appropriate 
time.” As anyone else who followed that procedure quickly found out, in the “opposite-day” of 
foreclosure litigation, you can’t file discovery until you do  other things like mediate, and then on 
appeal, you can’t complain that you didn’t have the facts, because you didn’t even try to conduct 
discovery. That’s another thing I saw happen at the BAP oral argument last week. The lawyer 
didn’t even have 3 days to get discovery requests in, but the panel deemed him to have waived it for 
purposes of the appeal. 

So taking my queue from Jon, who changed his entire procedure around, I now strongly and 
urgently recommend that you (1) send out a QWR, (2) send out a DVL (3) send out discovery the 
moment you lay hands on the file — including when you file a motion for enlargement of time. Once 
it is in the record then nothing can take it out. 

THEN when  the issue of mediation, modification or other issues as to standing or real party in 
interest or whether the decider is present for negotiations, you can say they never responded to the 
the QWR, DVL or discovery. The issue is present and the other side is left to whine that you filed 
discovery too early. By the way, the rules allow early discovery, they just allow a little extra time to 
answer. 

“We have no sworn statement or representation as to the facts of where the original documents are 
being kept, who has them and why they have them and to whom a debt is owed, and if a debt is 
owed, how many people are paying on it besides the alleged borrower? Who are we litigating with? 
With whom are we supposed to negotiate for modification or mediation?”

THEN whether you are coming up from state civil, federal civil or bankruptcy court, you CAN say 
that you lack specificity because they refused to answer the requests for discovery and violated 
court orders in the process. 

PRACTICE HINT: DO NOT GRANT EXTENSIONS. FILE MOTIONS TO COMPEL THE DAY 
THE DISCOVERY IS DUE (NOT A MOMENT BEFORE BECAUSE THEN IT IS PREMATURE) 
AND SET IT DOWN FOR HEARING ON MOTION CALENDAR. NEXT TIME MOVE FOR 
SANCTIONS. NEXT TIME UP MOVE FOR CONTEMPT. Send the appropriate letter on state 
statute or rule of civil procedure for spurious pleadings. MAKE SURE YOU INCLUDE 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND THAT YOU MOVE ASAP TO DEEM THEIR EVASIVE 
ANSWERS AS ADMISSIONS AND SET THAT DOWN FOR HEARING AS WELL
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	A review of the Motion for Relief from Stay reflects the myriad problems that this and other Courts are facing in attempting to handle the tremendous volume of such motions that are filed in the numerous bankruptcy cases that are pending across the country. First, the Motion that was filed in this case appears to be a form that may have been imperfectly tailored to the facts of this case. For instance, the Motion for Relief from Stay alleges that GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. “was the original lender on the subject Note and Deed of Trust. Thereafter, GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc. assigned all of its rights, title and interest in and to said [N]ote and Deed of Trust to BAC Home Loans Servicing, L.P., f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing, L.P. by way of an Allonge….”18 However, as noted previously, the Declaration seems to indicate that BAC was acting as a servicer. If BAC was simply the servicer, then for whom was BAC receiving payments under the Note? If BAC was holding the Note as the servicer, for whom was it acting? If BAC was the Note Holder, as defined in the Note, then why does the Declaration state that BAC operates as a servicer? Another way to state the problem is that the Motion for Relief from the Stay and the Declaration seem to reflect imperfectly the transfer of the various interests in the Note and Deed of Trust. Given the posture of the record presented to the Court, and the lack of clarity, the Court denied the Motion for Relief from Stay by Minute Entry Order on October 20, 2010. Rather than clarify the record by filing the appropriate assignment, a further declaration or affidavit, or some other documentation, BAC filed its Motion for Reconsideration. BAC chose to provide no further information to the Court from a factual standpoint.
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	We conclude that Wells Fargo failed to establish its standing to pursue this foreclosure action. Therefore, the summary judgment in Wells Fargo’s favor must be reversed and the case remanded to the trial court. This conclusion makes it unnecessary to address defendant’s other arguments.
	the question is whether Wells Fargo presented adequate evidence that it fell within the second category of “person entitled to enforce” an instrument under N.J.S.A. 12A:3-A-3627-06T1 301; that is, “a nonholder in possession of the instrument who has the rights of a holder.”
	the documents that Wells Fargo relied upon in support of its motion for summary judgment to establish its status as a holder were not properly authenticated. A certification will support the grant of summary judgment only if the material facts alleged therein are based, as required by Rule 1:6-6, on “personal knowledge.” See Claypotch v. Heller, Inc., 360 N.J. Super. 472, 489 (App. Div. 2003). Baxley’s certification does not allege that he has personal knowledge that Wells Fargo is the holder and owner of the note. In fact, the certification does not give any indication how Baxley obtained this alleged knowledge. The certification also does not indicate the source of Baxley’s alleged knowledge that the attached mortgage and note are “true copies.”
	Furthermore, the purported assignment of the mortgage, which an assignee must produce to maintain a foreclosure action, see N.J.S.A. 46:9-9, was not authenticated in any manner; it was simply attached to a reply brief. The trial court should not have considered this document unless it was authenticated by an affidavit or certification based on personal knowledge. See Celino v. Gen. Accident Ins., 211 N.J. Super. 538, 544 (App. Div. 1986).
	On the remand, defendant may conduct appropriate discovery, (e.s.) including taking the deposition of Baxley and the person who purported to assign the mortgage and note to Wells Fargo on behalf of Argent.
	for the guidance of the trial court in the event Wells Fargo is able to establish its standing on remand, we note that even though Wells Fargo could become a “holder” of the note under N.J.S.A. 12A:3-201(b) if Argent indorsed the note to Wells Fargo even at this late date, see UCC Comment 3 to A-3627-06T1 N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203, Wells Fargo would not thereby become a “holder in due course” that could avoid whatever defenses defendant would have to a claim by Argent because Wells Fargo is now aware of those defenses. See N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203(c); UCC Comment 4 to N.J.S.A. 12A:3-203; see generally 6 William D. Hawkland & Larry Lawrence, Hawkland and Lawrence UCC Series [Rev.] § 3-203:7 (2010); 6B Anderson on the Uniform Commercial Code, supra, § 3-203:14R. Consequently, if Wells Fargo produces an indorsed copy of the note on the remand, the date of that indorsement would be a critical factual issue in determining whether Wells Fargo is a holder in due course.
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